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1. Introduction
This document describes the Sun-3 architecture.
hardware, and systems implementors.

It i.5 intended as a reference for Sun-3 60rtware,

Feature!. The Sun-3 architecture is an extension or the Sun-2 architecture. Its main features are"
5upport of the 68020 CPU, the 68881 FPP t 8 KB paget, eight. 256 ~ID context8, and a 32-bit. VMEbul.
The Sun-3 architecture does not necessarily apply to any future CPUs.
Nomenclature The nomenclature used in the Sun-3 a.rcbiture includes terminology common to the 68020
processor terminology. Ex:unples ·include word definition, byte addressing, address space dcfition, etc.
Deviations from this nomenclature arc noted. Minus active signal names are 6uffixed with a minus.(-).
Scope. This Sun-3 architecture manual describes all devices which may be included in a, Sun-3 CPU
board plus all boards which are interconnected with the CPU board over a Sun defined memory bus. The
manual does not describe devices accessible over the system bus (V~bus).
.,
..
Implementation. The main part or,this document is independent. or particular implementations of the
architecture. Implementation specific data, such as timing information, need to be specified ror each
implementation.
Correctne3~. An important goal or thi.5 document is correctness. Please report any erron, omissions, or
oversights immediately 60 they can be corrected in ruture revisions.

1.1. Definitions
In the subsequent description of the Sun-3 architecture the rollowing abbreviations are used:

CPU: Central Processing Unit
DVMA: Direct Virtual r..1emory Access
MMU:

~1emory

Man3gemen t Un it

PMEG: Page Map Entry Group
POR: Power-On-Reset
ECC: Error Correcting Code
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1.2. Architecture Overview
The Sun-3 architecture is divided into three !pacC8: the CPU
ll\~~d(!,

~pa.ce,

Control space, and Device space.

.

T~e. C~U space comprises all references or the 68020 CPU in function code 7.

Fe

~/

(" (0 .'.1 '~/::' ~c
1

j

S

The Control space is the core of the Sun-3 architecture. It includes the Sun-3 memory management unit
(the .-MMU·) as well as all other Sun-3 architecture extensions to the CPU. such as tbe bus error register,
the system enable register, the diagnostic register, and the ID-PROM. The ID-PROM contains a unique
serial number and indicates the implementation type or the architecture.
The Device space or the Sun-3 architecture derines what devices exist in the architccture and how they
are accessed. These devices include main memory, the system bus (VMEbus), and I/O devices.
The CPU may directly access one device, the Floating Point Accelerator, in Device Space without MMU
address translation and protection checking.
All other CPU accesses to Device Space pass through the M~ru and thus are translated and protected in.
an identical fashion. In addition, direct memory accesses by DVMA masters such as the Ethernet, SCSI,
and the VMEbus slave interface also pass through the memory management and thus operate in a rully
protected environmcnt.
The" figure below illustrates how the CPU. MMU. and. devices a.re interconnected in the Sun-3
architec"ture. The CPU sends out a. virtual address that is translated by the MMU into a physical address.
The VMEbus Master Interface, Main Memory, Video M~mory, and I/O Devices are addressed with
physical addresses on the right side of the MMU.
DVMA devices and the CPU must arbitrate for and share the virtual address bus on the left 6ide of the
M~ru. Amo9ng the possible DVMA devices are the Ethernet interface, SCSI interface, VMEbu5 Slave
interrace, and a Cache Flush Controller, depending on the implementation. Of these devices, the Ethernet
has the highest priority, a Cacbe Flush Controller second highest, the SCSI third highest, the V~ffibus
slave interface fourth highest, and the CPU lowest priority.
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1.3. Implementation Configurations
The Sun-3 architecture allows each implementation or the Sun-3 architecture to have its own
configuration or devices. In addition, configuration~ may provide certain options in terms of main
memory size and I/O devices. With this configuration nexibility come a number or optional bits in
registers. These Sun-3 implementation configurations are treated unirormly as rollows:
• Machine Configuration. The machine type in the IDPRO~1 indicates which devices the
machine has and which are valid options. Addresses ror all devices defined in Sun-3 are rlXed
by the Sun-3 architectu~~: _~.
• Optional Control Space det:ice3. Control Space devices are decoded from fields of address bits .
._- Most devices are uniquely identified by decoding A<31..28>. but some devices may require
the use of additional 6ubfields for unique device identification. Address bits outside defined
fields are ignored on Control Space accesses. Accesses to unimplemented devices or undefined
codes are discussed in the Bus Error Register section.·
• Optional ~{ain ~{emory. The minimum and maximum main memory for each Sun-3 machine
type ar~ implcmentation depcndent. The smal1est minimum main memory site for any S,un-3
configuration is 2 megabytes. The sile of the main memory physical address 6pace. is also
implementation dependent. Any access to a main memory physical. address beyond the range
or the maximum physical address space is unoefined. Accesses to memory that is addressable,
but not physically present, are discussed in the Bus Error Register ·section .
• Optional I/O Devicc3. I/O devices are defined as Type 1 devices in Device Space. Most I/O
devices are uniquely identified by decoding physical address bits A<20 .. 17>. but some devices
may require the use or additional subfields for unique device identification. Address bits
outside derined fields are ignored on accr.sses to Type 1 devices in Device S~ace. Accesses to
I/O devices which are optional to an implementation but not installed or to codes undefined in
an implementation are discussed in the Bus Error Register section .
• High Order Virtual AddreJJ Bit3. The Sun-3 architecture has 28 bit virtual addressing in
Device Space. The treatment or virtual address bits A<31..~8> Cor CPU bus cycles in Device
Space depends on whether the implementation supports the Floating Point Accelerator (FP A)
option. For those implementations that support the FPA, the only valid codes for A <31..~8>
are OxO, axE, and OxF. Code 0xE accesses the FP A, and codes OxO plus OxF access other
Device Space devices. Treatment of other codes are discussed in the Bus Error section. For
those implementations that do Dot support the FPA, CPU virtual address bits A<31..28> are
ignored in Device Space.
• Optional Bit3 in Regi3ter3. The architecture derines certain register bits, such as bits of the
System Enable register, which control devic~s that may be optional or may not exist ror a
given implementation. These register bits must exist Cor all implementations but will have no
affect in implementations Cor which the device is non-existent.
• Unu3cd bit3 in Page ~fap. Unimplemented bits in the Page ~iap Physical Address and
Reserved fields read back as O's. Unused Page ~bp control bits may be read and written but
have no affect.
• Unused bit3 in the Cache Tag3. For those implement:\tions th3t support a cache, the Unused
cache tag bits D<7 .. 0> and unused Virtual Address tags arc undefined. The Reserved tag·-----··
bits D<~9 .. ~8> and 0< 11 > may be re:ld :lnd written but h:lve no affect.
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2. Address Spaces
The Sun-3 architecture uses three address spaces: CPU Sp~ce, Control Space, and Device Space. These
address spaces are. decoded with dirrerent proce550r (unction codes.
The rol1owin& table describe8 how different CPU runction codes are mapped to the CPU, Control, and
Device space.

Fe

Addr •••

o

a"'n,cS

1

Dnic, Sp~c. euur Data)
Dnlc, Sp~c. euur PfOIT .... )
Cont.rol Sp~c.

2

a

Sp~c.

4·

a.. 'n,4

&

D,y1c. Sp~. (Sup,ni.or D~t~)
D,yic. Gp~. (SUp'fTi.or Prorr ....)
CPU Sp~c.

o
7

2.1. CPU Space
CPU space consists or all cycles that use runction code 7. These include coprocessor cycles, interrupt.
acknowledge, breakpoint and ring-protection cycles.

2.2. Control Space
Control space consists or all cycles that Use (unction code 3. These include accesses to the memory
management unit (the ·M~ru·), the bus error register, the system enable register, the user enable register,
the diagnostic register, the ID-PROM, several cache related runctions (ir implemented), and an (optional)
bypass path to the UART.

2.3. Device Space
Device space includes all devices th~t are accessed by the CPU with data or program space instructions.
These devices include main memory, the V~fEbus ~faster interrace, I/O devices, and so on. All devices in
Device Space, with one exception, are accessed ... ia the MMU. This allows these devices to be protected,
shared, and managed in a uniform manner in a multiprocess environment. The one exception is an
optional Floating Point Accelerator, which is accessed by direct decoding of CPU virtual address bits
A<31..~8>. The chapter on the FPA describes how this device is protected and shared.
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CPU Space

3. CPU .~pace
CPU 8pace consists of all cycles that use runction code 7. This includes coprocessor cyclcs, interrupt,
breakpoint and ring-protection cycles.

3.1. CPU Space Cycles
In the Sun-3 architecture, address bits A<17 ..16> are decoded to determine the type of CPU Space
cycle as follows:
CYCLE TYPE

A17

Ala

CYCLE COICLUSIOI

BRF.AXPO III T CYCU;

0
0
1
1

o

m:u

1

BDU\

o

DSACJCIBDU\
AVEC/DSAcr/BDUl

RIRCPROTECTIOI
COPROCESSOR CYCLE
I1TDUUJPT Act. CYCLE

1

BreaKpoint and ringprotection cycles are terminated with Bus Error.
Interrupt acknowledge cycles are discussed in the chapter on CPU Interrupts.

3.2. Coprocessor Cycles
The execution of ·F-line- opcodes results in coprocessor bus cycles. There are·· eight possible
coprocessors, identified by address bits A15 through A13. Sun-3 systems support one coprocessor, the
MC68881 Floating Point coprocessor (FPP). This coprocessor is identified by A<15 .. 13> = '001' and is
is en:l.bled by bit. 0<6> of the System Enable register.
-F-line- opcode instructions will terminate with an unimplemented instruction exception if external
hardware asserts the· bus error signal to terminate the coprocessor cycle. Three conditions cause tbis·
exception: first, access to any coprocessor except the FPP (Le., any coprocessor code except A< 15 .. 13>
= '001'); second, access to the FPP while dis:l.bled (Le., with EN.FPP = 0); and third, access to an
enabled (EN.FPP == 1) but non-responding FPP. None or these conditions cause changes to the Bus Error
register.
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4. Control Space
Control Space in~ludes the Sun-3 memory management unit and all Sun-3 architectural extensions' to the
CPU. Th~se extensions include the bus error regist.er, the system enable register, t.he user enable register,
the diagnostic register, the ID-PROM, cache runction~ (if implemented), and an (optional) bypass path to
the UART.

4.1. Access to

Control:~pace

Devices

Space devices). Control Space devices are decoded from fields of address bits. Most devices are uniquely
ident.ified by decoding A<31..28>, but rome devices may require the use of additional 6ubfields for
unique device identification. Address bits outside derined fields are ignored on Control Space accesses.
Accesses to unimplemented devices or undefined codes are discussed in the Bus Error Register section.
Control Space devices are identified by decoding fields of address bits. ~iost devices are uniquely
ident.ified by decoding A<31 .. 28>, but some devices may require the use of additional subrields Cor
unique device identiCication. The Flush Cache Control Space operation requires decoding data bits
D< 1..0> to uniquely identify the type of nush operation.
I

Each Control Space device has an associated address space for accessing ,elements within the device. (For
some devic~s this may be a null space.) These address spaces are shown in the summary table below. In
this table, CX indicates the Context ID register.
REG ISrovv,p

A<31 •• 28) 0<1 •• 0) SIZE

10 PROi
PACE KAP
SECVElt lAP
CORTEXr REG.
SYSTEJ( ElCABt.E
USEA DnA E!I ABLE,
BUS EJUtOR REG.
DIACJlOStIC REC.
CACHE TACS
CACKE DATA
nusH CACHE
SET (CO.TEXT)
nusH CACHE
SET (PACE)
FLUSH CACHE
SET (SEC){EIl)
BLOCl COPY (READ)
BLDCl COPY en IrE)

O~

Od
0%2
Oxl
Ox4
Ox6
Orl
Ox7
0%8
OxQ
Ox-'

'01'

Ox).
Ox).

TYPE

BYTE
LORe

PJr

DYn:

RlW

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

pJl
R/I
PJI

READ

ADDRESS FIElJ>

-----------A« •• O)
CX<2 •• 0). A<27 •• 13)
CX<2 •• 0>. A<27 •• 17)

BYn:

R.f.}J)

BYTE

nln:
PJ'I

A<US •• U'

• /1.

R/Y
nIn:

1.<1«5 •• 2> •
CX<2 •• 0). 1.<18 •• 4).'

'10'

./1.

8In:

'U'

1/1.

IRlTE

1/1.
1/1.

nIn:

CX<2 .• 0). 1.(27 •• 13>.
A<12 •• 4>"
CX<2 .. 0). 1.(27 •• 17).
A<18 .• 4>"
CX<2 •• 0>. 1.<27 •• 4)
CX<2 •. 0). 1.<27 •• 4)

BYTE

PJW

A<2 •• 1>

toile

LOse

OxB
OxB

UnuI.d

oxe .. OxE

UARY BYPASS

Oxl"

READ

• Dlp.ndl on al%1 of c&cb.: I •• Control SPLCI Oplr&tionl for the CLch •
•• D'pend, on .1% •• of each. and flu.h S.~: ••• each. Control Space Op.

The UAnT is normally acccssed throu!;b the Ml\·ru as a Type 1 device in Device Space. Sun-3
implemcnt3tions may provide an optional byp:lSS path in Control Space to access the UART directly.
Accesscs to Control Space devices which are optional to an implemcntation but not installed or to codc5
undefincd in an implementation are discussed in the Bus Error ncgistcr section.
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4.2. Sun-3 Memory Management Unit Summary
4.2.1. MMU: Summary
pk,' lin:
.. pnt. d1rt:
proce . . . in:
• of contutl:
• 01 .. penh/conten':
• of pa, .. /upnt.:
0

p."':

• of
• of p~ •• t.ota.l:
of .. ptllt. t.ot.al:

8 IByt ..
129 lBytu
26& .ayt ..
8
2040
IS
2M
4000
1«)384

'0

4.2.2. MMU: Address Translation
2

17 1S

27

0

Virtual Addr ••• I (3)1

(11)

-ex'

.. pent.

I

U 12

I

(4)
p~'1

•

0
(13)

byte •

1

I

I

1
7

I
I
I

0
(e)

SIPII1t. lap:

1
I
I

p.e, •

I

28 27

24 23

111111111 (2) 11111

o '

10 18

@

(10/11)

ph1 01c • 1 .dd.... (S2/2'l

T: Tal1d bit. bpl1 .. re&d aec •••
.: write accl •• bit.
.: '1.t,. acce •• bit.
x: donOt each. bit.
a: acc .... d bit.
a: .odified bit.

OAv

rl /7

typcOO: .~in ••• OT1
t1P=Ol: Sun-3 I/O .pa.ce
typ a l0: \~Q' iG-bit d~ta
t1P311: \~u. 32-blt d~ta
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4.3. MMU Overview
The memory man3.gement consista or a context register, a segment. map, and a page map. Virtual
addresses rrom the processor and DVMA devices are translated into intermediate addresses by the
segment map and then into physic3.1 addresses by the p3ge map. The MMU uses a p3ge size or 8K bytes
and a segment 6ize oC 128K bytes. Eight contexts with an address 6pace or 256M bytes each are provided.

4.4. Contexts
The Sun-3 MMU is divided into 8 distinct address spaces or ·contexts·. The current context is selected
by means or a 3-bit context register. The same context applies to both user and supervisor state.
In1tl~11J~tlon: Ion.
REGISTER/lAP A(31 •• 28) 0<1 •• 0)

SI~

TYPE

ADDRESS FIELD

Od

CO.TEXt REG. -•.

COITEXT RECISTDl
BIT

KEAJIIC

0<2 •• 0) CX<2 •• 0)
0(3)
R.. nTed
0<7 •• 4) Undefintd

a bl~

Ccntt~ 1.0.
Rt •• rTtd: Read. b~ck ~. 0
Content. undefined .b,n rtL4

4.5. Segment Map
The segment map has 16384 entries. It is indexed by the 3 hits or the current context· register and the
11 most significant hits or the virtual address, bits 27 through 17. Thus, the segment m3p is divided into
8 contexts oC 2048 entries each. Segment map entries are 8 bits wide, pointing to a p3ge map entry group
(pmeg).
REGISTER/lAP A<31 •• 28) 0<1 •• 0) SIZE
0%2

BYTE

AD 0 RESS FIELD

CX<2 .. 0). A<27 •• 17)

--------------------

4.6. Page Map
The page map contains 4096 page entries each m3.pping an 81( byte page. Page map entries are
composed of a v3lid bit, protection field, don't cache bit, type field, acc~ssed and modified bits, and a page
number.
The page map is divided into 256 sections of 16 entries each. E3ch section is pointed to by a segment m~p entry and is called a page map entry group, or pmcg.
REGISTERJ~

A<31 •. 28) 0<1 •• 0) SIZE

PAC£. ltAP

Sun ldicrosyslems I [}C
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CX(2 .. 0>. A<21 .• 13)
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4.6.1 .. Valid Bit
The valid bit means that the page entry is valid. It also allows read

~nd

execute access to the page.

4.6.2. Write Bit
The writ.e bit allows writ.e access to t.he page.

4.6.3. Supervisor Bit .
If the supervisor bit is set, the read and write access protection apply only to 6upervisor accesses, and
User accesses are prohibited. IC the supervisor bit is clear. then read and write access protection apply
both to 6uperv~or accesses and user accesses.

4.6.4. Don't Cache Bit
U this bit is set then the page rereren
bit has no artect.oon the use or the
implementations of the Sun-3 architef
bit only has meaning ror Type 0 par.~
and written but has no erreel.

·d will Dot be cached in a Sun-3 external cache. The Dontt Cache
,C68020 internal instruction cache. It is meaningful only ror
Ire that include an external cache. In these implementations, the
in Device Space. In machines without a cache the bit can be read

4.6.5. PageType
The 2-bit page type field provides (or rour physical address spaces, each starting at a physical address of
four ty pes are:

o. The

PUAP(27 •. 2~): rYP£

o-

hin ' .. orr

1 - I/O Dn1c"
2 - ~u. 1~-b1~

a-

dLt~

~u. 32-b1~ dat~

4.6.6. Statistics Bits: Accessed and Modified
The accessed bit is set whenever a page is accessed. on read or write cycles. through the MMU. The
modified bit is set whenever a page is modified (written ioto) through an MMU page access. The statistics
bits are automatically updated for all cycles requiring an ~fl\ru access except if the page is invalid or
protected.
F1:tAP<2S): ACCESSED

o-

Jot Acc •••• d
1 - Acc .... d

F¥AP<24>: roOIFIED

o - lot JrodH ltd
1 - lodHhd
3 cache. the accessed and modified bit~ are only updated on memory
The sections -The ~1~ru Access Bit.- and -Modified Bits for the Cache
aDd ~1l\fU- io th~ Cache chapter further discuss statistic bit updates in systems with a cache.

In Sun-3 implementations with

acc~sses that -miss· the cache.
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4.6.7. Reserved Field
The reserved fidd in the page map ha5 no function. It. can be written into, but it always reads back as

O.
PlAP(24 •• tO): RESERVED

4.6.8. Physica.l Page Number
The page number field in conjunction with the byte address generates the physical address. The
physical page number field is either 11 bils or 19 bits wide. In conjunction with the I3-bit physical byte
num~er, tbe II-bit physical page number field generates a 24-bit physical address field, whereas the 19-bit
physical page number field generates a 32-bit. phY6icai address field. In case or the II-bit physical page
number field, the unused map bits < 18 .. 12> have no runction; they can be written into, but they always
reads back as o.
The size or the physical address space ror each device is limited to be no larger than the size of the
physical address field in the M~ru, but may be less. For Type 0 space (main memory), the size or the
physical address space is implementation dependent. For Type 1 space (I/O space), the size or the physical
address space is device dependent. For Type 2 and 3 (VMEbus) space, the physical address space may be
32, 24, or 16 bits.
.
PMAP<lB •• O): PACE JUXBER
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4.7. ID PROM
The purpose or the ID PROM is to provide inrormation about. tbe machine. This includes ba.sic
inrormation on the machine type, a unique seri:ll number ror sortware licensing and distribution, a unique
Ethrrnet address, the date or manuracturing, and a checksum. In addition, the ID PRO~i stores
configuration data ror the machine.
The ID PROM is a 32 byte bipolar PROM that is not modifiable.
lECISTER/JUP

A<31. .28) 0<1. :0) SIZE

TYPE

ADDItESS FlDJ)

BYTt

READ

A<4 •. 0)

0%0

I!DPao.
BYTE

n:AJIIC

JAU:

OXOO
OxOl

10 Pro. bft. 0
10 Pro. bft' 1
10 Pro. bJ1.. 2

ID PROlI 0
10 PRO. 1
·10 PRO. 2

0%02

10 Pro. bft' 31

10 PRO. 31

Oxl'

The content or the ID PROM is as fonows:
E:ntrJ

Y1Ild

Fornt.
(2) .~chln. Typ'
(!) Eth,rnet. Addre ••

(1)

(4)

D~t.

(6) S.rl&l luaber
(en Che cklU.
(7) a.. ,rn4

1 Byte

1 Byt.t
8 Bft ..
4 Bft ••
3Byt. ..
1 B,t.,
18 Byt.,.

In detail:

(1) Format. The format of the ID

PRO~L

(2) Afachine Typoe. A number specirying an implementation of the architecture.
(3) Ethan,t

Addre,,~.

This is the unique 48-bit Ethernet address assigned by

SUD

to this machine.

(4) Date. The date the ID PRO~i was generated. It is in the rorm of a 32-bit long word which contains
the number or seconds since January 1, 1970.

(5) Serial Number. This is a 3-byte serial number.
(6) Check~um. The checksum is derined such that the longitudinal XOR of the rirst lO bytes of the
"o.PROM including the checksum yields o.
(7) ReJerved.

Tb~

rield will be specified in a ruture revision or this document.
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4.8. System Enable Register
The System Enable Register enables system racilities and allows booting. This register can be read. and
written under software control and is cleared on Power On (bardware reset) and \Valchdog reset, but not
upon CPU reset. Bits are assigned as follows:
Inltl~llJation:

RECISTER/KAP

Stt chart.r on CPU a.,.t

A<!1 .• 2B) 0<1 •• 0) SIZE

SYSTD DABlL

Od

.•

ADDRESS YIELD

BYTE

The fields of the system enable register are as follows:
SYSTD EllABLE a£C ISTDl

BIT

JAm;

IEAIUG

0(0)
0(1)
0(2)
D<S)
0(4)
0(6)

ElI.oue

ntLd back dlagno.tlc •• itch
Enable Floatine Point Acc.l.rator
Enabl. cop1 .od. to ~ld.o ••• OTY. 1f pr ••• nt
Enable Tld.c dl.pl~1
Enable .xto· I\al each. if pr ... nt.

D<a)
0<7>

D.FPA
D.COPY
EI.VIDED

ElI.CACHE
D.SDVltA
EI.FPP

D.OOOT-

[na.bh 'YI!' • DVIA if prllnt
Ena.bh that-ing point proc ... or if pre .. nt
Enable ~ot Sta.te (0 ~) boot. 1 ~) noraa.l)

When cleared on reset, all bits are
enabled devices are disabled .

in~daliled

to O. In this state, boot state is active whereas all other

. EN.DIAG. This bit reads back the external diagnostic switch. A ·0· bit read means that the switch is
in its normal state (not-diagnostic), where:::.s a ·1· means that the switch is activated (diagnostic).
EN.FPA. Enable the Floating Point Accelerator, if present. If this bit is de~serted. then accesses to the
FP A cause a bus error, setting the FP AE!\'ERR error bit in the Bus Error register. If the bit is asserted,
accesses are directed to the FPA. In the later case, if no FPA is present, then the access will result in a
TI~OUT bus error recorded in the Bus Error register.
EN.COPY. This bit enables the copy update mode to the video memory, ir present.

EN. VIDEO. This bit enables the video signal to the video monitor, if present,
EN. CACHE. This bit enables the external cache, if present.
EN.SDVhfA. This bit enables the system DVl\fA from the system bus

(V~1Ebu5),

ir present.

EN.FPP. This bit enables the floating point coprocessor (FPP), if present. See the section ·Coproc~sor
Cycles· in the CPU Space chapter for a description of instruction exceptions resulting from accesses to the
FPP coprocessor while (EN.FPP = 0).
.
EN.BOOT-. Boot state (minus active) forces all supervisor program fetches to the EPROM device
. independent of the setting of the memory management. All other types or refercnces are unarfected and
\vill bc mapped as during normal operation of the processor.
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4.0. User DVMA Enable Register
On implementations of the architecture that allow user DVMA. this register controls which context.
ha.ve DVMA a.cce!S. For e3.Ch context. a separate enable bit is provided.
IDltl~lll~~io~:

S••

cb~pttr o~

CPU It.tt

lECISTER/WAP A<31 •• 2S> D<1 •. 0) SIrE

TYPE

ADDRESS F tE1.D

The fields or the user DVMA ~n~ble register are as rollows:
us:m

DWA £lADLE a.r.clSTEI

BIT

lA£

WF..UIIC

0<0)
0<1>

D.CXO
D.CXl

En~blt

D(2)

EI.CX2

En~ble

0(3)

En~ble

0(6)

D.CX3
D.CX4
ElI.CXS

o<a)

D.cxa

En~ble

0<7>

D.CX7

En~blt

o<n

tA~bl.

En~blt
[A~ble

U.tr
U,er
U.tr
U.er
U.tr
U.er
U.er
U•• r

to
to
to
to
to
OVlA to
OVlA to
OYXA to

DVKA
DVKA
DVMA
OVKA
OVKA

COD text
Context
Conttxt
Contoxt
CODt.xt
Conttxt
Context
Context

0
1
2
3
4
6

a
7

When cleared after reset (see the chapter CPU Reset), 311 bits are initialized to O. In this state, all user
DVl\fA is disabled.
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Error Register

\Vben an error occurs during a CPU bus cycle to Control Space or Device Space wbose cause is identified
synchronously with the bus cycle, then that bus cycle terminates with a. Bus Error signal, and the cause or
the error is captured in the Bus Error register. The Bus Error register may also be written when
coprocessor cycles in CPU Space time out, causing an unimplemented instruction exception (s~ below).
However, no other bus cycles aller the Bus Error register. This includes, in particubr, DVMA cycles aDd
other CPU Space cycles.
The Bus Error register always 'latches the cause or the most recent bus error ror the CPU bus cycles
indicated above. Thus, in the case or stacked bus errors, the information relating to the earlier bus errors
is lost.
The Bus Error register is a read-only register.
Ini~l~li%atlon:

Ion.

R£CISTER/lAP 1.<31 •• 29) 0<1 •• 0)
BUS. ERROR REG.

0%4

Sl~

TYPE.

ADDRESS FIEl..D

BYTE

The fields of the Bus Error register are defined as follows:

-----------------------------

BUS ERROR REGISTER

aIT

....n:

0(0)

Unulld
Unulld

0(1)
0(2)
0(3)
0(4)

FPADfErut

FPA

FPABrAA

FPA bal

VKEBDUt

D<5>

TIkEDUT

D<e)
0(7)

PROTERR
IIVALID

----------------------

kEAIIIIQ

error
error re.pon.e
Vl(EbQl BQI Error
Tiuout. Error
Prot.ection Error
E.n~ble

Inn-lid

P~ge

In more detail, the bus error conditions are as follows:

• FPAENERR is set, in implementations that support the Floating Point Accelerator, whenever
the CPU attempts to access the FPA while its enable bit is reset (EN.FPA = 0).
• FPABERR is set whenever the Floating Point Accelerator signals an error during a CPU bus
access. The FP A has no interrupt capability; all errors must be reported as bus errors.

• VMEBERR indicates that a CPU cycle to the

V~ffibus

was acknowledged with a VMEbu5 bus

error.
• TI MEOur results from accessing non-existing devices, both on-board and orr-board, during
those CPU bus cycles which may record bus errors. For Sun-3 systems with caches, timeouts
may also result during \Vrite Back cycles; these are reported through the rvfemory Error
Control register, not the Bus Error register. All bus error timeout conditions are summarized
below.
• PROTERR indicates a protection yiobtion resulting from an attempted access to a Device
Space page during a CPU bus cycle. Protection crrors resulting Crom cache accesscs are
discussed in the section -Definition oC Cache Protection- in the chapter on the Sun-3 Cache.
~1~1U protection errors are detected during M~ru address translation. Two errors are possible.
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Control Space

First. an attempt to write into a valid page whose Write acce~5 bit is reset causes ~
PROTERR. S('cood, ao atttmpt to access with User permis6ion a valid page marked
Superv~or access also causes a rROTEilR.
.

• INVALID means that the valid bit io the page map was oot set during
Device Space page.

:to

CPU bus cycle to a

Timeout errors, resulting from accesses to non-existing devices, may occur on CPU bus cycles to Control
Space or Device Space.
Control Space devices are decoded from fields of address bits; most devices are decoded Crom
A<31..28>. Accesses to invalid codes within defined fields or to unimplemented Control Space devices
will set the TI~fEOUT bit in the Bus Error register.
For accesses to Device Space, the treatment or CPU virtual address bits A<31..28> depends OD
whether the implementation supports the Floating Point Accelerator (FPA). In implementations that
support the FPA, any Device Space accesses from the CPU in which virtual address bits A<31..28> c:z
(Ox 1 through OxD) result in a TIl\.fEOUT bus error. If the FPA is enabled (with EN.FPA = 1), accesses
to a non-existing FPA also cause a TI~fEOUT bus error. In implementations that do not support the
FPA, A<31..28> are ignored.
Other accesses to Device Space may cause timeout bus errors, as follows. Each implementation defines
the size of its own Type 0 physical address space. This address space includes main memory and (optional)
frame bufrers. Any Device Space access to either main memory or a frame buffer address space which is
addressable, but not physically present, results in a Tlr.-·fEOUT bus error. This may include, in particular,
the Direct Access address space for the Copy-Mode frame burrer and the address space ror the Video-RA~i
frame burfer.
.
Sun-3 I/O devices are Type 1 devices identified by fields of address bits; most devices are uniqueJy
identified by A<20 .. 17>. Accesses to devices which are optional but not installed, or to invalid device
codes within defined fields, result in a TI~fEOUT bus error.
Accesses to Type 2· or 3 Device Space (the VMEbus r.-bster interrace) may result in a TI?\1EOUT bus
error if the addressed Vr.-rEbus device fails to respond within a defined time interval, which is specified for
each implementation.

4.11. Diagnostic Register
The diagnostic register drives an 8-bit LED dispby for displaying error messages. A ·0· bit written will
cause the corresponding LED to light up, a a1· bit. to be dark. Upon power-on-reset, the diagnostic
register is initialized to 0 causing all LEOs to light up.
In1t1L11%Ltlon: s •• chLpt.r OD CPU R.,tt
RECISTER/KAP A<31 •. 28> D<1 .• 0>

SI~

TYP£

DIAC!WstIC R.E.C.

Bn::

YRltt
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Space

5. Device Space
Device space includes all tbe devices of tbe 6ystem that are accessed tbrough m~mory managemtnt.
This includes main memory, video memory, the system bus, and input/output devices.
In the following, each device is described in terms of its address, initialization, interrupts, exceptions,
reference, and register mapping.
Not. all devices are present in all implementations of the architecture. The address assignment of all
Sun-3 devices, however, is rlXed. '\Vhich devices are present are described in the implementation document
ror each machine type. However,·the following devices are required for all implementations:
o

Main Memory

• Memory Error Registers
• Interrupt Register

• EPROM
• EEPROM
• Clock

5.1. Sun-3 Physical Address Map
The Sun-3 physical address map is fixed ror all implementations of Sun-3 architecture. In the map below,
the Type code (or each dev.ice and the base address (in 32 bit hex notation) for the device's address space
are shown.
The base address shown (below) for each device may be divided into address subriclds: one (or more) to
identiry the device and one to deCine the device's address space.
Most Type 1 devices are uniquely identified by decoding physical address bits A<20 .. 17>, but some
devices may require the use of additional fields for unique device identification. Address bits outside
derined fields are ignored on accesses to Type 1 devices in Device Space. Accesses to I/O devices which
are optional to an implementation but not installed or to inv:llid device codes within defined fields are
discussed in the Bus Error Register section.
Type 2 and Type 3 spaces are V~1Ebus spaces. The size of the V~fEbus address space is identiried by
decoding high order physical address fields. (A<31..24> = OxFF) identifies the 24 bit field, and
(A<31..16> ::;:: OxFFFF) identifies the 16 bit field.
The number of physical address bits which define a device's :\ddrcss .space depends on the M~1U Type
field and the implementation. The size of Type 0 physical address space (or main memory is
implementation dependent. The size of the address space required for each Type 1 device varies according
to the device. For Type 2 and 3 (V~bus) devices, the 32 bit VMEbus address space excludes the top 16
ME, and the 24 bit VMEbus addrcs~ 5pace excludes the top G4 KB.
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SUJI-3 PHYSICAl. ADDUSS ASSICIiw:EJTS
TYPE.

DEVICE

PKYS I CAL BAS!:

PHYSICAL
ADDRESS SPACE

ADDRESS

.ot..: Shl of

Tn'

0 Lddre ..

'p~c,

11 i.pll.lnt&tion dlpendlnt

0

OxOOOOOOOO

bin Mlaory

bpl. Dlpnd.

0
0

0:a1)0100POO
OXOO 100'000

1.(18 •• 0)
1.(18 •• 0)

0

OxYFOOOOOO

0

OxTFOOOOOO

l&in-ll.ory FrLa. Butf.r
Copl-Xod. FrLa. Buff.r COPl lIod. ~CCI"
COpl-lIod. Fr~ •• Buff.r DIrect. Lec: ...
Vidio-RAM rrLa. Buff.r

1101..:

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
t

1
1

1
1

Tn'

1.(18 •• 0>
1.<20 •• 0)'

1 deTicl' idlntified fro. Addr ••• field.: •• e .ach dlTic.

OxOOOOOOOO
OxOOO02000
OXOOO04000
OxOOOO§QQQ
OxOOOOBOOO
OxOOOOAOOO
OxOOOOCOOO
OxOOOOEOOO

'Ilbou d/J(ou ..
Seria.l Port.
IDROII
T~ of D&y Clock
1I,.0ry Error RI,i.ter.
Interrupt ae,i.t.r
Int.l Ethernet Int.rfac.
Color lap

Ox00010000 ~----EPao·.
AD Ethtr~lt Interface
OxOO012000
~CSI Inttrhce
OxOOO14000
(r .. lned)
OxOO018000
(r .. ernd)
OXOO018000
(r .. nnd)
OxOOO1AOOO
D&tL ELcrTPtion Proc.
OxOOO1COOO
ECC 1I •• 0rl aegi.tlr.
OxOO01EOOO

1.<2 •• 1)

1.<2 •• 1>
1.<10 •• 0)
1.< ••• 0).

1.<2 •• 0)
(1 b,-t')
(1 b;rt..)

1.<0 •• 0>
1.<15 •• 0)

A<1>
1.(" •• 0)

1.(1)
1.<7 •• 0)

lot..: TTP' 2 'P&CI i. VXEbu. 18 bit. d&t& .pac.
AddrD •• fi.ld. 1.<31 •• 24> Lnd 1.<31 •• 18> idlntity addrl"
OxOOOOOOOO
OxflOOOOOO
OxFITFOOOO

--------lote: 11Fe 3 .pac. i.

YXEbu. 32-blt Lddr •••• pac.
VlEbu. 24-blt addrl" 'P&c,
.. VXD>u. liS-bit &ddr ... 'P&CI

'paci.

A<31. .0)
A<23 •• 0)

A< 16 •• 0>

~u. 32 bit. dat& .pac.
Addrl •• fi.ld. A<31 •• 24> and A<31 •• 18> identifl &ddr ••• 'paci.

Ox{)OOOOOOO
OxFFOOOOOO
OxFFFFOOOO

VYEbu. 32-bit addrl" .pac.
YXEbu. 24-bit &ddrl" .paci
VlEbu. la-bit addre ••• p&c.

1.<31 ~ .0>
AC23 .• 0)
A<16 •• 0)

lot.: fPA 1. identified by decodin, Virtual Addrl •• bit. A<31 •• Z8)

./1.

OxEDOOOOOO (Virtual)
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5.2. Main Memory
MaiD memory is the primary &yt5tem memory. It is contiguous in physical addre~ses. The minimum size
is implementation dependent but u at leas~ 2 Megabytes. The Dumber of MMU address bits decoded to
defiDe the maximum physical addrc~ 8pace is also implementation dependent. See the Bu!§ Error reg~ler
section on the handling or accesses to addressable but. Dokxisting memory.
Inl~lallsa~loD: Sof~.~r.

TYPE.

DEVICE ADDl

o

CoDtlruou8.
~t

.tarU..

Iaplnnt&Dlpnd.

0

ADDI

o

FHYS. SPACE

DEVICE

IDOiY 0

UOIl

DATA

lYrE.

tole

READ-RITE

In most implementations, main memory is built from dynamic RAM chips.
refreshed in hardware.

The dynamic

RAM.s

are

Main memory must. be protected by either parity or ECC check bits. In both cases, the protection bits
(parity or ECC check bits) must be initialized by writing memory berore use. Errors detected in using
memory are enabled and reported through the Memory Error registers. below.
In implementations with ECC memory. the amount of memory data accessed in response to a CPU or
~1emory errors detected in
unused locations during the access may be reported to the Memory Error registers.

DVMA bus cycle may be larger than required by the CPU or DVMA device.
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5.3. Frame Buffer: Data Organization
Sun-3 implementatioDs may hav~ no video memory, monochrome video memory, or color video memory.
video memory may b~ implcmenltd using a main-memory (rame buffer, a copy-mode frame
bufrer, or a video-RAM frame buffer. Color video memory must use the video-RAM frame buffer.

~10nocbrome

Additional, external display devices and rrame burrers can be added to those implementations or the
architecture that include a system bus. These ext.ernal rrame bufrers are not. wit.hin the scope of this
do.:ument.
."

There are two data organizations. (or Sun-3 video memory: one for monochrome and one (or color. The
dat.a organization det.ermines how video memory data are displayed on the screen.
The data organilation for monochrome video, memory is as follows. Data bit 15 of Word 0 of the frame
buffer is the first visible pixel.in the upper left corner of the display. Consecutive words are displayed
along the horizontal scanline left to right. After <display-width> number or pixels have been disp13yed,
the next word is displayed at the beginning of the next horizontal line, up to <dispb.y-beight> number of
lines. <display-widt.h> and <display-height> are implement.ation constants. The display data polarity
is such that -1- bits are black on the screen and ·0· bits are white.
I • (dl.pl~y-.ldth) I 18
•

a

(d1'pl&y-hll,ht)

o

16

16

o 16

o

16

o

---------------------I lORD 1-1
-------------------

I

1ORt> 0

I

WORt> 1

I

WRD •

I

WORD •• 1

---------------I YaP,!) )1'1-1

The data organization ror color video memory is as follows. Each byte or video data corresponds to one
display pi.xel. A colo'r map, which is a Type 1 device described elsewhere, translates t.he byte into the
display pi.xcl. Each bit within the byte corresponds to a memory plane; eight. planes are supported. By
convention, bit 0 refers to plane 0, bit. 1 t.o plane 1, etc.
- --The high order byt.e in color video memory maps to the first visible pixel in the upper left corner of the
display. Consecuti"t'c bytes are displayed as consecutive pixels along the horizont.al scanline left to right.
After <display-width> number or bytes are mapped t.o pi.xe!s, the next byte maps to a pi.xel displayed at
the beginning of t.he next horizoDtalliDe, up to <display-height> number of lines. <display-width> and
<display-height> are implementation constants .
• a
•

(dl.pl~r-wldth)

a (~l.pl~r-h.l,ht)

o7

o7

7

BYTE O=)PIX 0 I BYTE 1

o

o

7

BYTE 11-1

-----------------------------

BYTE I=>PIX.

BYTE 1+1

-----------------------------------------------
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5.3.1. No Frame Burrer
Ir there ~ no frame buHcr, then the Video
Register are not used.

En~ble

Bit and the Copy Enable Bit of the

Sy~tem

Enable

5.3.2. Main-Memory Frame Buffer
In this alternative the frame burrer is resident· in main memory and the video display is refreshed out of
main memory.
The visible display area starts at main memory address 1 megabyte and extends to the size or the
display. The maximum size of the visible display area.is 128 kilobytes.
In1tia11lation: Soft.are
Interrupt:
LIYIl ( AutoYlctor

o

DEVICE ADDIl

DEVICE

PHYS. SP AC%

0%00100000

laln-Keaor1 FrLae Bfr

1.<18 •• 0)

ADDIl

REGI~TER

DATA

0%00100000

FB OxOOOOOOOO

LOKC

OxOOllFFFC

FB OxO001FFFC

LOIC

P.!AD-YRlTE

The only relevant bit in the System Enable register is the Video Enable bit, which turns the display on
and off. The Copy Enable bit has no effect.

5.3.3. Copy-Mode Frame Buffe."
In this configuration, the frame buffer is lot .ted in a dedicated 1~8K byte video memory. This video
memory is dual ported: one port performs vide refresh, and the second port provides processor access.
Initl~ll%~tion:

Soft.~r.

Iutlrrupt.:

...

----- -------SPACE:

mE:

D£VlCE: )'DOIl

DEVICE:

0

0%00100000

0

OxffOOOOOO

Copy-Kod. FrLaI Bfr Copy lod. ..eel"
Copy-Iod. Fr~•• Bfr Dirlet. .. ee •••

PHYS.

1.<10 •• 0)
A<10 •• 0)

------------------------------------RECISTER
DATA
ADD!
TYP!:

Ox00100000 or
OxFfOOOOOO

rB OxOOOCOOOO

1..OIIe

READ-WRIn:

OxO011fFFC or
OxITOlfTFC

rB OxQOO1ITfC

1..OIe

READ-11l1 n:

-----------------------------Relev3nt bits in the System En~blc rcgiste:- :lre the Video En:lble Oit :lnd the Copy En3ble Dit. The
Video En:lble bit. turns the dispby on and orr. The Copy En3ble bit en:lblcs the copy mode (see below).
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The video memory can be updakd in two ways. Firat, it can be read and written directly, like memory.
As 5uch, it is visible as a 128 KDyte block of m~mor11ocations starting at address OxFFOOOOOO. Second,
the video memory can be written in copy mode as a 5ide efrect or writing into a 5pecial region or main
memory. This region starts at address Ox0010OOOO.
Main memory shadows video memory in the range of phy~ical addresses 6tarting at 1 megabytes and
extending for 128 kilobyks. This area or main memory is called the copy region. It the copy enable bit in
the system enable register is set, then data written into this copy region is also written into the video
memory at the same location wi~bill the 128K region. A read from the copy region returns data rrom the
main memory and does not arfect t.be video memory.
Note that the physical main memory and the Dired Access address space for the Copy-Mode Crame
buffer need not form a contiguous address !pace. Ir the Copy-~iode trame buffer is unjmplcmented, an
attempt to access the Direct Access address space may result in a bus error. See the Bus Error register
section for details.

5.3.4. Video-RAM Frame Buffer
In this configuration, the frame burfer is located in a dedicated area of memory which is dual ported: one
port performs video refresh, and the second port provides processor access. The"size or the Video-RAM.
frame burrer varies by implementation, in 256 KB increments, rrom 256 KB minimum to 2 l\ffi m~ximum.
Inlt1&11%&tlon: SoftY&ra
Intarrupt:
Layal 4 AutoYector
TYPE

DEVICE ADDIl

DEVIC't

o

OxFFOOOOOO

Video-RAX Fr&.a Bfr

PHYS. SPACE

• ILXIDu_: M1ni.us 1. A<17 •• 0> (Iapl. depend.)

REGISTER

DATA

TYPE

OxFFOOOOOO

--------------------FB orOOOOOOOO
tolC
1lEAD-1R I n:

OxFFlfFFFC·

FB OxO01FFiFC.

LO!lC

READ-lRlTE

• Addre •• for 2

~

ADDR

DLX1cua

The only relevant bit in the System Enable register is the Video Enable bit, which turns the display on
and orr. The Copy Enable bit has no effect.
. ..... _-.
The video memory is updated by reading and writing it directly, like memory. Note that the physical
main memory and the address 5p~ce ror the Video-RAM frame burfer need not form a contiguous address
space. Ir the Video-RAM frame bufrer is unimplemented, an attempt to access its address space may
result in a bus error. See the Bus Error register section for details.
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5.4. Color Map
The Color Map maps bytes in color video memory into display pixels.
6ections: ODe each, ror red, green, and blue.

It contaiDs three 256 byte

Inltl~lll~tlon: Soft.~r.

Iat.erMlpt:

1

DEVICE ADOl

DEVICE

PHYS. SPACE

OxOOOOf.OOO

Color

1.<0 •• 0)

.~p

IJ)DIl

RECISTDl

DATA

TYn

0%000

l!D lAP 0x00

~

WD_lRlTE

OXOP7
OdOO

!ED IW' oxn
CRED lAP 0%00

~

IlEAD_YlllTE

BYTE

READ_IR In:

Ox1f7
0%200

CREEl lAP 0%71
~ tlAr 0%00

BYTE

JlE,.\I)_1'R I IE

BYtE

READ_I'RI n:

0x211

~

BYtE

READ_ IlUn:

lAP

oxn

The Color Map is generally written during vertical retrace. Foilowing the assertion of a Level 4 interrupt
ror the color map, the map update must complete within 600 microseconds (tbe vertic31 retrace time) to
avoid being visible in the display. Longer updates will complete but the display appearance may be
arCected.
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5.S. 1\1emory Error Registers

An Sun-3 implement~tjon5 have either parity memory or error correcting (ECC) memory. ECC memory
corrects (and optionally reports) single bit error~, and it detccts and reports double bit errors. Errors
detected in both versions of memory are reported with the ~femory Error registers described in this
section. In addition, other errors resulting from Sun-3 cache operations are also be reported in the Memory
Error registers.
The Memory Error registers consist of a control and an address register. Ie an error occurs, the con trol
register stores information relevant. to the error, and the address register freezes the virtual address of the
bus cycle in error.
_. Errors are reported via the non-mask able level 7 interrupt. In case or mUltiple (stacked) memory errors,
the inrormation relating to the first error is latched in the memory error registers. The interupt is heldpending and the error information in both memory error registers is latched (rrozen) until it is cleared
(unfrozen) by a write to bits <31..24> of the Memory Error Address register. This write does not affect
the enable bits D6:D4 of the Memory Error Control register. Disabling the PARITY CHECK bit in the
Memory Error Control register for parity memory also clears the interrupt and error information. Finally.
Power On and Watchdog resets clear 'the entire ~iemory Error Control register.
I~ltl~llz.tlon:

Interrupt:

Set ch~pttr on CPU
ttyel 7 AutoTtctor

DEVICE ADD!

ae.,~

DEVICE

PHYS. S'P ACE

(Decode A<20 •• 17»
1

oxOooaoooo

--.....--------------.....----------A<2 •• 0)
' ••orr Error

a"iltera

-----,----ADOR

---------------.--------------------------DATA
REClSTER

o

KDfORY DUlOR COKTROL

BYTE

"

HEJroRY DUtOR ADD RESS

LORe

REA.D-IRITE
I\E.lJ)-OIf1.Y

The memory error address register freezes the virtual address, the context number, and a DVMA/CPU
identifier or the memory bus cycle in error. For implementations with ECC memory t the Memory Error
Address register does not record the (ailing address on Correctable Errors (bit D<O>
the Memory
Error Control register). The physical addresses ror CE's are captured in the Correctable Error register on
each mcmory board. (See the section -The Correctable Error Register- in the chapter on ECC Memory.)

or

KEERY ERROR ADDRESS R.EG IS TOt

BIT

lAKE

0<27 •• 00) VA<27 .. 00>
0<30 .. 28> CX<2 •. 0>
0<31>
DVUA-Blt

n:AIIJIC

rnd-only

VIrtu~l

Addr ••• (28 bIt)

r.~d-only

Cont.~

IUDber (3 bit)

rnd-only

DYXA cycle arror

The control register ha.s two rormats, one ror parity m~mory and one ror ECC memory. The two
formats are structured similarly: D<3 .. 0> record the type oC error. D<6 . .4> are enable bils. and 0<7>
is the interrupt bit. The control register Cor ECC m('mory records both ECC errors and errors resulting
Crom Sun-3 cache operations (if implemented).
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5.5.1. Error Control Reg for Parity Memory
For systems equipped with parity main memory, the memory error control register provides the
necessary control and information to deal with parity erron.

It. stores the informat ion on the byte(s) causing the parity error, sets a pending pa.rity error intcrrupt,
and provides functions to test parity error checking.
kEXORY ERROR COITROL REGISTER for Parity Me.ory
TYPE:

BIT

PARITY
PARITY
V 0(2)
PARITY
f:· 0(3)
PARITY
·-1-0("4)- -.• PARITY
~ 0(6)
PARITY
'1·1)<<<5>
PARITY
~ D(7)
PARITY

•

LHO)

DmOr\ 00

rud-oniy

D<1>

ERROR. 08

re~-only

ERROR la r.ad-only
DUUlR.24 rud-only

lIT DrB1.

rnd-.rit.
rud-nlte
rnd-.r1t.e

IITRPT

re~-only

CHECI
TEST

Parity Error, bit. D07:DOO
Parity Error, bit. D16:D09
Parity Error. bit. D23:01a
Puit.y Error •. bit. D31:D24
Enable parity eheck1nr
Ye.t by inyart.inl parit.y
P~rit.7 interrupt enable
Parity interrupt (le7e1 7)

• Thc rour parity error bits are set when a parity error ~ detected in the corresponding byte.
• Parity check is set to enable parity checking on memory read cycles.
• Parity test is set to write parity with the inverse polarity to test the operation of the parity
error circuitry. \Vith parity test ofr, correct parity is generated on all memory write cycles.
• Parity interrupt enable enables level 7 interrupts if a parity error is detected.
o Parity interrupt is true ir a parity interrupt is pending.

5.5.2. Error Control Reg for ECC Memory
For systems equipped with ECC main memory, the Memory Error Control register provides the
necess:uy control and information to deal with both cache related and ECC errors.
~RY

ERROR CONTROL REGIStER for ECC •• mory

-------------------------------------IEAIIKC
TYPE
BIT
ISUE
-------------rnA-only
Error
D<O)
Corr.ct~bl.

CE

0(1)
0(2)
0(3)

UE
WCACKDlR
'fB T I J!E1)UT
DlABLE. cr:

r.~d-o:l17

EUSHOLD
fJ(ABl.£ Ul

rt~-.r1t.

o<a)
0(7)

ERROR Ill!

rud-onlJ

0(4)

0(6)

rnd-only
rud-only
r.~d-.. rit.
TI~-.r1te

Error
Write B~ck error
Write B~ck cycle t1.e out.
Enable CE recordin,
Hold .,.ory bn •• ~.t.r.h1p
En~ble error 1~terrupt.
Error interropt.

Uncorr.ct~bl.

• The CE bit records ~ correct~ble error. It functions somewhat dirferently from other error bits··-D <3 .. 1>. If enabled by the ENABLE CE bit 0 < 1 >. the CE bit is set if the ERROR
STATUS bit 0<0> or the Correctable Erro~ Reg on A~'Y memory bO:lrd is active (indicating
a CE on that board). It resets only if ALL Error Status bits are reset. In particular, resetting
the Memory Error Register by writing to the Memory Address Register docs NOT reset the
CE bit. (See also the section 'The Corr<.'ctable Error ncgister- in the chapter on ECC
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Memory.)
• The UE bit records an Un correctable error.
• \VBACKERR is set whenever there is a translation exception during a \\Trite Back bus cycle
ror implementations with a cache. See also the section ·Cache Error Conditions· in the Sun-3
Cache chapter.
• The WB TIMEOUT error bit is set whenever a bus time out i5 detected on an Write Back bus
cycle for implementations with a cache. Write Back cycles are 2.Synchronou8 with respect to
CPU and DVMA bus cycles. See also the 6ection ·Cache Error Conditions· in the Sun-3 Cache
chapter.
• The address captured in the Memory Error Address register Cor WBACK and TIMEOUT
- errors is that of the cache block which caused the error.
• ENABLE CE enables the record.ing of a Correctable error as bit 0<0>.
• The BUSHOLD bit causes the CPU board to retain memory bus mastership ror those
implementations that support. a multi-master memory bus.
• ENABLE INT enables an interrupt to the processor (bit D<7»
conditions D<3 .. 0>.

(or any of the error

• The ERROR INT bit signals a level 7 interrupt. to the processor.
The Memory Error Address register acts in conjunction wi.th the ~iemory Error Control regi.ster for
ECC memory to freeze the failing virtual address for all error conditions recorded in Error register bits
0<3 .. 1> (not CEts). The physical addresses (or CEts are captured in the Correctable Error Reg on each
memory board.
On \VBACKERR and \\'B TIMEOUT errors, the railing virtual address is that of the (ormer cache entry
being written in the \Vrite Back bus cycle. The DVMA-BIT, D<31> or the address rehister, is set to o.
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5.6. Clock
The timer is an Intersil 7170 time-<>r-day c10ck with battery backup. The timer crystal has a rrequency
of 32.7G8 kIll. Il is expected that the clock interrupt output is driven in the 100 HI periodic mode. This
clock interrupt output signal causes an interrupt request on level S 'or 7 via the interrupt register, ir the
respective levels are enabled.
IDterrupt:
LATel 6 or 7 &utoTector
IDlt1&11z&tloa: lone
aefereac~:
IDter.11 7170 D&t& Sh •• t
DEVICE ADDl
(Decode A<20 •• 17)

DEVICE

PHYS. SPACE

T1 •• of Dar Clk A<4 •• 0)

1

ADDR

RECISTEll

DATA

TYPE

o

CLOCK JlEG OxO

BYTE

JtF.AD-n I TE

Oltll

CLOCK REa Odl

BYTE

READ-nlTE
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5.7. Interrupt Register
The interrupt register provides (or the generation or softw:lre interrupts and controls the video and clock
b3rdw3re interrupts on the bO:lrd. It has the following fields:
Inltlal12~tlo~:

Inttrrupt:
TYPt

S•• chapttr Oh CPU Rt.t'
LIYtl 1.2.!,.,6,7. autoYtctorld

DEVICE ADD!

DEVICE

PHYS. SPl.ct

(Dtcodt 1.<20 •• 17»
1

0%0001.0000

ADDR

RECISTDl

o

I1TERlUJPT REG ISTER

-

Interrupt.

ai,

(1 byt.t)

DATA

Rf.AD-IRI TE

II TDUUJPT R.EC I STDl

BIT

IIJCt

TYPE

KEAlIIC:

0<0>
0(1)
0(2)
0(3)
0(4)

D.UY

rtad-.rrit.
rtad-writ.e
rnd-writ.t
read-.rit.
rud-.rite
rud-writt
rlad-writ..
rtad-wrlt.

Eublt all Interrupt.
Soft..art Interrupt. LtTtl
Soft.ar. Inttrrupt. LtTtl
Soft.art Inttrrupt. L.Ttl
Enabl. Vid.o Intrpt. LtTl
Enabl. Clock Intrpt LeTl
(r .. ernd)
Enablt Clock Int.rpt LtTl

D. IJITl
ElI.IIT2
D.IIIT3

0(6)

D.IIIU
D. lIfTS

0(8)
0(7)

EJ. lin

D.lJiT8

1

2
3
4
6

7

EN.ll'vT. This bit enables all interrupts. If this bit is orr, no interrupts will occur.
EN.INT<S.. l>. These bits cause software interrupts on the corresponding level. The interrupt request
caused by an EN.lNT <3 .. 1> bit stays active until softw3re c1e3rs the corresponding bit.
EN.1l'vT4 enables video interrupt requests on level 4. When enabled, a level 4 interrupt request is set at
the rising edge of vertical retrace. The level 4 interrupt request is cleared by momentarily turning off the
EN.lNT4 bit. This bit has no effect in implementations which have no memory frame buffers.
EN.!JVTS enables clock interrupt requ(>sts on level 5. \Vhen enabled, a level 5 interrupt request is set on
the rising edge of the clock interrupt output. The le\'el 5 interrupt request is cle3red by moment3rily
turning ocr the EN.1NT5 bit.
EN.INTo is a reserved bit. It can be read 3nd written but has no crrect.
EN.IJ\T7 enables clock interrupt requests on level 7. \Vhen en3bled, :l level 7 interrupt request is set on
the rising edge of the clock interrupt output. The level 7 interrupt request is cleared by momentarily
turning off the EN.INT7 bit.
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5.8. EPROM
The EPROM device consists of ODe 27128, 27256, or 27512 type EPROM providing 16K, 32K, or 64K
bytes or PRO~{ storage, respectively.
Inltl~lll.tlon:
Int.rrup~:

a,f'r.nce:

JOD.
Ion.
Ion.

DEVICE ADoa

DLVICE

PHYS. SPACE

(D.code A(20 •• 17»
1

OxOOl00000

REGISTEl\

DATA

o

rPRO. BYTE 0

1

rPM. BYTE 1

TYn

Unlike other devices, the EPROM is addressed directly with virtual address bits from the CPU. Thus,
even though each 8K page
EPROM data must be enabled with its own enlry in the page map, the
translated address bits A< 15 .. 13> Crom the l\1l\1U are ignored. The EPRO~t is addressed instead with
address bits A<15 .. 0> (for 64KB) Crom the CPU.

or

The EPROM device is also accessed in boot. state. In boot slate, aU supervisor program Cetcbes are
rorced to retch rrom the EPROM device, independent of the setting oC the memory manage~ent.

5.9. EEPROM
The EEPROM
storage.

devi~e

consists or one 2816 type

EEPRO~f

providing 2K Bytes or electrically erasable

Inltl.1iz&tlon: 'on.
Interrupt:
Ion.
R,f'r,nce:
Ion.
DEVICE ADD!

OEVICE

(O,cod, A(20 •• 17»
OxO0040000

EUP.oI

PHYS. SPACE

------------A<lO .• O>

---_._-----------ADD!

RD:ISTER

DATA

TYPE

o

EVROI BYn: 0
ED'ROI BYTE 1

B1'TE
B1'TE

READ-IRl n:
RF.AD-lRlTE

1

To modiry tbe EEPRO~f, each byt~ must be written separ:ltely. After writing e:u:b byte Softw:lre must.
guarantee at le3.St a 10 milJi3econd pause berore the EEPRO~f can be re:ld or ,":ritten again.
I3y les can be read successively with no dcbys.
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5.10. Serial Port
Serial ports are implem~nted with the Zilo! 8530 SCC (Serial Communication Controller).· Th~ sec
features two high-5p~ed, rully symmetrical and highly programmable 6eria.1 channel.:s with built-in baudrate generators. Channel A is connected to the UART A. channel B to UART B. The clock input to the
SCC is a 4.9152 MHz clock. independent of the CPU clock.
Software must. guarantee the device recovery time oC 1.6 microseconds.
The

sec is mapped a!S Collows: "
Interrupt: .•.
Init1&111&t1on:
aefertnct:
atCOTtry 11 •• :

LeTtl 8 Vtctored (preftrred) or AutoTectortd
St. ch&pttr on CPU a"tt
Zi10, 8630 sec d&t& .h'tt
1.8 .icroltcond~

TYPE

DEVICE ADoa
(O.eodt A(20 •• 17»

DEVICE

PHYS. SPACE

1

0%00020000

S.rbl Port

M2 •• 1>

ADDR

R.F..GISTDl

DATA

o

CH B COJTROL

2

CH

"

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

CH A

8

B DATA

CH A COITROl.

DATA

------ -----

BYTE

RI.AD-IRI TE
READ-IRI TE
JU:AD-IR I TE
READ-IRITE

5.11. Keyboard/Mouse UART
These serial ports ~re implemented with the Zilog 8530 see (serial communication controller). The
SCC features two high-speed, fully symmetrical and highly programmable serial channels with built-in
baud-rate generators. Channel A is connected to the Keyboard, channel B to the mouse. The clock input
to the sees is a 4.9152 ~rnz clock, independent of the CPU clock. Control lines are not used.
Software must guarantee the device recovery time oC 1.6 microseconds.
The SCC is mapped as follows:
Interrapt:
In1tl~11%&tlon:

RlferlDCt:
aleOTtry T1.t:
TYPE

Lt~tl ~

Vectortd (preftrrtd) or Autoytctored
St. ch&pter on CPU Rtslt
Zilo! 8630 see d&t~ .b.tt
1.& aicrosecond.

DEVICE ADD!
(Decode A<20 •• 17»

---_._-----

DEVICE

PHYS. SPACE

--------------------------------0%00000000

le1bo~rd/Mou.t

UARY

ADon

flECIS1D\

DATA

o

CH B COIITROl.
CH B DATA
CH A COlfTROl.
CH A DATA

BYTE
BYTE

A<2 .. 1>

----------

------------------------------2
(

6

BHE
DYTE

R.EAO-I'R I TE
READ-WRI TE
R£AO-l'RlTE
RL\D-Iill TE

---------------------------------------
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5.12. Encryption Processor
The Encryption processor is an AMD 8068 data cipb~ring processor providin& high-s~ed NBS DES
encryption. To access an internal register in the 80GB, the address register must be written rirst. Ooce the
address register is 6elUp, the selected register can be accessed repeatedly.
Inltl~liz~tlo~:

IDterr.pt.:
l,fertDct:
a'CoYerr T1.e:

JODe
IOD.
AXD a0C8

d~t~

DEVICE ADDI
(Decode A(20 •• 17»
1

.b,,\.

1.6 .tero •• cond.

OxO01COOOO

. - DEVIC!:

D~t~

PHYS. SPACE

Enerrp-

A<l)

\10D Proe ... or

ADDa

lEG I STEll

DATA

o

DATA RE.GISlEJ\
ADDRrSS RECISTEll

BYTE

flF...AD-WRI n:

BYTE

tRITE-OILY

2
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5.13. AMD Ethernet Interrace
The AMD Ethernet. Int.erface uses the 7990 chip for DVMA transfers. In its maximum DVMA
configur:ltion, the 7990 accesses the top 16 l\ieg:lbytes or the current. virtual address sp:lce with a
6upcrvisor data runction code. (See abo the chapter on DVMA Devices.) The 7900 must be configured in
BCON=O mode in its CSR register.
The 7990 must access physical memory in TYPE 0 space only; bus cycles to non-exist.ing memory or to
Don-Type 0 space will not complete, and the 7990 will post a timeout error. The 7990 can also post a
timeout. error because or a protection error. Neither error is reported to the CPU. Memory errors (either
parity errors or uncorrectable errors) on read operations are not reported to the 79m) but are reported
only to the CPU, as interrupts through the Memory Error registers.
Int.rrupt.:

ch~pt.r OD CPU a•• et
Ley.l 3. Auto •• ctor

a.ference:

AJ(I)

Jnltl~ll%~tloD:

See

7CHI0

d&t~

.hut.

.0

DEVICE ADDR
(Decode 1.<20 •• 17»

DEVIC&

PHYS • SPACE.

1

Oz00120000

AID Ethernet
bterhel

A<23 •• 0)

ADDR

RECISTEll

DATA

o

DATA PORT
COITROl. PORT

lORD

2

I'ORD

READ-DIn:
READ-I'R I n:

5.14. Intel Ethernet Interrace
The Intel Ethernet Interrace uses the Intel 82586 chip ror DV~1A transfers. In its maximum Dv}"1A
configuration, the 82586 accesses the top 16 l-.1egabytes of the current virtual address space with a
supervisor data function code. (See also the chapter on DVMA Devices.)
The 82586 must access physical memory in TYPE 0 space only; bus cycles to non-existing memory or to
non-Type 0 space will not complete. but will set the ERR bit D < 1 > in the Ethernet Control register.
Other conditions which set the ERR bit include a protection error or a memory error (either parity error
or uncorrectable error) on read operations.
Once the ERR bit is set, Sun-3 implementations of the Intel Ethernet Interface must inhibit further
Ethernet transfers until the RESET- signal in the Ethernet Control register is asserted (RESET- = 0).
The 82586 is connected to the system in a permanent byte-reversed mode; that is, within each word,
bits 0 through 7 are m3.pped to }'IC680~0 bits 8 through 15, and visa versa. This causes Ethernet
d:lta to be stored in memory in CPU byte order. wherca.s 8~586 control blocks· in memory are byte
6wapped.
8~586
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Ovcr~ll operation oC the Ethernet Interface ~ controlled by the Ethund Control reg~ter, which h:u the
Collowing deCinition.

IDltl.11%kt1on: St, ch.pltr OD CPU ae.e\
Interrupt.:
Leyel 3. AuleY,cler
Rer'rIDcI:
Intll B2694 d.t •• h.ll.

----------------DEVICE
DEVICl: ADDR

PHYS. SPACE.

(Dlcod. A<20 •• 17»
1

OxOOOCOOOO

Intll Ethlrnl~ 1.<23 •• 0)
lr1t.lrhcl

ADDR

REGISTER

DATA

o

COIYROL RECIStER

TYPE
R.EAD-WRITE

The fields or the Ethernet control register are assigned

3.5

follows:

ETHEJUIET COJiTlUlL RECIST'ER
BIT

D<O>
D<l)
D(2)
D<~)

D(4)
D(6)
D<e>
D<7>

I.u£

TYPE

mJIXG

lIT

rud-on11
rn.d-oDl1
rnd-on11
ru.d-on11
ru.d-wr1tl
rI&d-writ.
reLd-wrlt..

Int.errupt. Plr1dln,
Error Pudln,

DUl
0
0

IUD

CA
LOOPB'
RESET-

r'~-wr1t.'

0
0

Intlrrupt En.bll
ChLnnll Attlntion
Loopb&ck
a... t.

INT signals Interrupt Crom the 82586 or an error

pendin~

condition (ERR=1).

ERR indicates th~t a Bus Error occured during ~n 8!:!586 channel operation, inhibiting further channel
activity. To reset the ERR condition, the RESET~ bit must be set active (RESET· = 0).
RESET bit in the Ethernet control register must be activated.

INTEl''' enables 82586 interrupts to the CPU.
CA signals channel attention to the 8!:!586.
WOPB- controls whether the Cront-cnd encoder/decoder is configured in Ioopback mode (LOOPB·

z::::I

0) or connected to the transceiver cable (LOOPB- = 1).
RESET- initializcs the 8~586 whcn active (RESET- = 0) and allows normal operation when inactive
(RESET- = 1). It also clears the ERR condition when ~ctive.
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5.15. SCSI Interface
The SCSI interface provides DV~tA access to Type 0 space and supports programmed I/O accesses from
the CPU. In its maximum DVl\.tA configuration, SCSI accesses the top 16 Megabytes or the current virtual
addrcss space with a supervisor data runction code. (See also the ch:l.pter on DVM.-\. Devices.)
The SCSI Control logic uses two addressable VLSI devices: the NCR 5380 SBC (SCSI Dus Controller)
and the A~ID 9516 UDC (Universal DMA Controller). The 5380 SBC is a byte oricnted chip which
implements disconnect/reconnect and h~ high-current drivers allowing it to be connected directly to the
SCSI bus. To minimize the mcm~ory bandwidth requirement. byte-to-word packing is done with external
logic. and the packed words are transferred to memory under control of the 9516 UDC. An 8 KB FIFO
queue between the SCSI Bus Controller and the DMA Controller burrers packed SCSI data to improve
performance.
For additional information on these chips. consult the appropriate data sheets.

5.15.1. SCSI Addressable Devices
The following addr.essable devices are implemented in the SCSI Control logic:
Intlrrupt:
Inltl~ll%~tlon:

mE

LITll 2 AutoYlctor
Sit chapttr on CPU Rt.et

--------------DEVICE

DEVICE ADDIl

PHYS. SPACE

(Dtcodl A<20 •• 17»

1

-------------------------------1.<23 ..
SCSI Int.erhc.

0%00140000

ADDR

RECISTER

DATA

A<4 •• 0>:'00nnn'
A<4 •• 1>:'100n'
A<4 .• 1>:'1010'
A<4 •• 1) 11 00 '

~CSI BUS CQITROLLER
UJIVDSAL DU CITlJ\
F I RSTBYTE REG
SCSI STATUS REC

BYTE
IOIU)
JOIU)
TORI>

='

lott: 'n'

Indlc~te.

0> .

TYPE
R£JJ)- fR I TE
. READ-IR I TE

READ-OnY
READ-IRITE

bit. decodtd b1 tht chip

The SCSI Status register provides control and status inrorm:l.tion. Bits 0 to 3 are write:l.ble and are
cleared by system reset. Bits 9 to 15 are read-only and provide status information. The Firstbytc
register. used with the Status register, records the leftover byte in an odd length transfer.
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-------------------lEAlnC
--------------mE

BlY

....0:

0(0)
0(1)
0<2>
D(3)
DC( .. 1)
D<;)
D(10)
D<ll)
D<12>
D<lS)
D<10
D<16>

SCSI_RES-

rIFO_RES&'BC_IIT_ElI
SDlD

Unu.. d
SBC_tlT
FlFO_EXPTY
FIFO_FULL
SECOIDBYTE
SCSI_BDUl
SCSI_BCJn.
XFR_ACTIVE

ru.d-wr1te
re&d-wrltl
rnd-wrltt
re&d-wrlte
rtLd-only
reLd-only
n&d-only
read-only
n&d-on1y
read_only
reLd-only
n&d-only

SCSI R.,.t (Minu. &ctiYI)

FIYO R"et (~lnul kctlTe)
SBC Interrupt [nkbl.
Sind data to di.k
a.&d hck u 0',
sac Interrupt plnd1nl
FIFO .. pty
FIFO full
Second brt-'
SCSI but error
SCSI bu. conflict
Tr&n.hr actin

FlRSnrtTE REG ISTD\

BIT

LUE

D<0 •• 7)
Unu.ed
0<8 •• 16) LAST BTYE

TYPE

KEAlIIIG

re&d-onlJ
na.d-onlJ

Unu.ed data brt-e
L&lt brt-e. un~1i&"U.d xfr

• SCSI_RES. (minus active) resets both the 5380 SBe and the 9516 UDC during system reset
and should be asserted in case of SCSI_BERR or SCSI_BCNFL errors.
• FIFO _RES- (minus active) initializes the FIFO controls and should be asserted when the
SEND direction is established or after SEND has been established.
• SBC INT _EN gates the intC'rrupt output from the 5380 SBC onto auto-vector interrupt
level 2.
• SEI'.'D indicates the direction of data transfer is to the disk.
• FIFO

E~fPTY

and FIFO

FULL indicate the state of the rifo bufrer.

• SECONDBYTE indicates that an odd number of bytes were transrerred on the SCSI bus.
Since DVMA transfer IS by words, the leftover byte needs to be read from the Firstbyte
Register bits 8 to 15.
• SCSI BERR indicates that an error occured during a DVMA cycle to memory. Possible
errors include translation errors, protection errors, accesses to addressable but unimplemented
memory (Type 0 space) or non-Type 0 space, and memory data errors (parity or uncorrectable
errors).
o

SUD

XFR ACTIVE indicates th~t the 5380 SBC ~ actively transferring data on the SCSI bus.
The cpu 6bould Dot attempt to access the SEC during thi5 time. IC it should do 60,
SCSI BCf'..'FL will be set.
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5.15.2. SCSI Programming Guide
The 5380 snc can be programmed for either DV~tA or programmed 10 transrer. If programmed 10 i5
used, the 9516 UDe should be programmed orc and FWO _RES- asserted (negative). To use DV~i.A, the
5380 SOC must be programmed for -non-block DMA - mode. The 5380 SDC can be progr:>.mmed to
interrupt at level 2 on any or the following conditions:
- •• 1.ct10n}r ••• lectioD

-

EOP ( not u •• d )
SCSI bu re .. t.
SCSI bu. • •• orr Irror
Bu. phL" a1 •• atch (I.'. at the .nd of SCSI datL traD.'.r)
- 10 •• of SCSI bu. BSY .1gual

For DVMA transrers,the 9516 UDC must be programmed to the 'nyby transaction, single operationmode. All DVMA transrcrs are done in word mode. The UDC gencrates a 24 bit address in the master
mode and contains 2 channels, or which only channel 1 is used. The UDC can be programmed to
interrupt at level 2 on any or the rollowing conditions:
- pattern match ( not u.ed )
- DlP

- cha.ln a.borted

The EO? interrupt can be generated either internally on a terminal count or externally ir SCSI_BERR
or SCSI_BCNFL occurs. Chain-aborted interrupt rererrs to the UDC's' auto-chaining operation, which
allows the UDC to use DMA to transrer Crom memory all the words needed to initialize its internal
registers. The processor need only supply the UDC with the starting address or the auto-chain memory
block.
Several registers internal to the UDC are described as slow-rcadable, meaning they take 2 microseconds
to read. Tnese are the pattern rcgister, the mask register, interrupt ve~tor register, and channel mode
registers. The slow-readable registers are not accessible in the Sun-3 implementation and attempts to read
them will return unknown data. Another peculiarity or the UDC is that commands to it must be
separated by 4 UDC clock cycles; the UDC clock rate is implementation dependent. This requirement will
be a sortware responsibility.
The 8K FIFO is.used to buffer DV~ disk: transrers. It takes about 16 ms (or the disk to transrer 8K
bytes, and about 4 ms for DV~1A to fill or empty the FIFO, depending on the implementation clock rate.
the DVl\1A controller, and other memory activity. The disk and DV~1A operations can be concurrent.

5.15.3. SCSI FIFO Testability
To verify that all 8K bytes or the FIFO buffer are reading and writing properly, the disk side of the
FIFO must be disabled so that no data is transrerred to the disk. (This can be done by programming the
5380 SBC chip to not transfer data.) To fill the FWO, the 9516 DMA controller chip is programmed to
do an 8K byte traDsfcr, as in normal disk operations. Polling the FIFO _FULL bit. in the SCSI STATUS
register will veriry that the FWO is filled.
To empty the FIFO, the 9516 D~tA controller chip is programmcd to do an 8K byte transfer from disk
to memory, but without enabling the 5380 SBe chip aDd without resetting the FIFO. Tbis will cause all
8K bytcs to read back: into mcmory.
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5.16. VMEbuB Interrace
The VMEbus interface is dual-ported. The VMEbus Master Interrace provides access from the CPU to
the Vf-vIEbus, whereas the Vf-vfEbus Slave Ioterface provides access from the V~iEbus to the CPU (or
DV~IA transfers. (See the chapter on DVMA Devices, ~low.)
-- --- --The chart below lists VMEbus options supported by Sun-3 systems.
• Address Bus Option: A32 MASTER; A32 SLAVE
• Data Bus Option: D32 MASTER, D32 SLAVE
• Timeout Period: 100 microseconds minimum excluding bus acquisition
• Arbiter Option: ONE (single level), can be disabled
• Requestor Option: nOR (release on request)
• Interrupt Handler Options: lli(1-7)
Support (or V?vfEbus read-modify-write cycles requires clariCication. Read-modiCy-write cycles for the
Slave interface are executed as atomic cycles with respect to other VMEbus requests. Atomicity
between Vtv1Ebus Slave accesses to main memory and CPU accesses to main memory t however t is not
guaranteed.

V~bus

Read-modify-write cycles from the CPU to the VlvfEbus Master interface are guaranteed to be atomic
with respect to other VMEbus requests. They may howev~r, not appear on the bus in the read-modifywrite format defined in the VMEbus specification.
I

Normally i Sun-3 CPU board acts as VMEbus arbiter. Jumpef3, however, are provided to disable the
arbiter and permit operation as a non-arbiting V1v1Ebus board.
Neither the slave nor the master interface supports sequential access modes.
board does not support an interrupter fUDction to the VMEbus.
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5.17. VMEbuB Master Interface
The VMEbus M35ter Interface uses two page map Type codes: one for 16-bit data, and one for 32-bit
data. For each Type code, three VMEbus address spaces are 6upported: 4 Gbyte~ minus the top 16
MEy tes for 32-bit addressing, the top 16 r..fBytes minus the top 64 KBy t~ ·for 24-bit addressing, and tbe
top 64 KBytes for 16-bit addressing.
SUD-3 implementations of the VMEbus Master interrace place DO alignment restrictions on CPU data: all
MC68020 alignments will be supported (or VMEbu5 cycles. Dat3 transfers (rom the CPU ioto D8 \'~1Ebus
ports must be byte transrers only; attempts to perrorm word or longword CPU bus cycles into 08 ports
will yield erroneous results.
. ---

The timeout period ror transfers is implementation dependent but. a minimum or lOa microseconds.
Initialization:
Interrupt.:
Exception.:
aeterenee:

Se. tbe cb~pt.r on CPU ft ••• ~
LAwel 1 throu,h 7. V.ctor.d
li•• out period 8iniaua 100 aicro.econd.
Motorol& VKEbu. Speclfle&tion

DEV1CE ADDft

DEVICE

PHYS. SPACE

lot.: Type 2 .p~c. 1. ~u. 1& bit dat& .pace
32 bit decode of KKU addr ••• id.ntifi •• VXEbu. &jdr."
2

2
2

OxOOOOOOOO
OxFFOOOOOO
OxFFiYOOOO

~ua AS2 apac.
VlEbu. 1.24 apace

VXEbua 1.18 apac.

.pace

1.<31. .0>
1.<23 •• 0)
1.<16 •• 0)

------------------.-------------------

Jot.: Typ' 3 .p~c. 1. VVEbua 32 bit d~t~ CpLC'
32 bit decode of kXU addr •• a identifi •• VKEbu.
O~OOOOOOO

VXEbua 1.32 .pac.

oxn·OOOOOO
OxFFFFOOOO

V¥Ebu. 1.24 apace
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6. DVMA Devices
There are four DVl\1.A devices defined for Sun-3: the AMD Ethernet interface, the Intel Etherncl
interface, the SCSI interface, and the VME Slave interface. In addition, Sun-3 implementations with
caches may implement the Cacbe Flush operation in Control Space 3.S a DVMA request.
All DVMA devices may access main memory data (Type 0 space) only. Access to addressable but nonexisting physical memory or to devices other than memory will not complete. How these and other error
conditions are reported depends on the DVMA device and is described in the Device Space chapter (or the
Cache chapter, for the Cache Flush operation).
DVl\1A requests are assigned the following priority: first, Ethernet; second, the Cache Flush; third·, the
SCSI; and fourth, the VMEbus Slave. All DVl\fA requests have higher priority than the CPU.
All DVMA devices must map addresses from a DVMA device address space into a Sun-3 virtual address
space. This space is identified by a 3 bit Context ID, a 28 bit virtual address, and protection access codes.
System DV?\1A accesses are supported Crom Ethernet and SCSI, plus both System and User DVl\1..A
accesses Crom the VMEbus. No protection checking is done during the Cache Flush operation.
The following sections discuss how DVl\{A address spaces map into the CPU virtual address space ror
e3ch device. The Device Sp3ce chapter includes inCorm3tion on addressing controls Cor the Al\ID and Intel
Ethernet devices and the SCSI interface. The section on Conlrol Space operations in the Sun-3 Cache
chapter discusses the Cache Flush operation.

6.1. Ethernet and SCSI DVMA
The two Ethernet devices (Al\ID and Intel) and the SCSI interface map address spaces the same. Each
device's 16l\ffi address space is mapped into the highest 16 fvffi of the CPU virtual address space for the
current context, as identified by the Context ID register.

All three devices support only System DVMA and are assigned Supervisor Data access Cor protection
checking. The handling oC protection errors, as well as page faults and memory data errors, depends on
the device; see the Device Space chapter. All memory data errors are reported to the CPU as interrupts, if
enabled.
Ethernet and SCSI DVrvtA are always en3.bled and are not arrected by the EN.SDVMA bit in the System
Enable register or the Use~ DV~L-\ Enable register.
The Intel Ethernet section should also be consulted about the ordering or control block data in memory.

6.2. The VMEbu13 Slave Interrace
The VMEbus Slave interrace supports both System and User DVMA i,nto the CPU virtual address space.
The following reatures 3re included in both modes of tr3nsfers .
• Byte, Word, and Longword transfers are supported .
• Both System' DV~fA accesses and User accesse~ are defined entirely by the Vl'-.ffibus ~4 or 3~
bit V}'fEbu5 address and the address modiriers identifying the address mode, AM < 5 . .4 >. The
VMEbus Addrcs5 Modifier bits AM<~ .. O> defining the access protection of the VMEbus
request are ignored. The 16 bit ~ddrcss sp:lce is also ignored.
o Access to Don-existing memory or other (non-Type 0) de .... ices results in a VMEbus Bus Error
return.
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• A VMEbus Dus Error b also signalled ir tb~ DVlvL\ cycle encounters a page rault, protection
error, or (on read cycl<."s only) a memory ~rror. Memory errors, which include parity errors or
uncorrectable double bit errors, are also reported to the CPU as interrupts, if enabled.
Protectio.n checking i3 discussed below .
• Implementations of DVMA can offer high-bandwidth burst modes oC transrer that allow r:lSt
DVMA devices to increase throughput by eliminating repeated bus arbitration.
Implementations must specify whether this reature is supported and what the device
requirements must be to activate this transrer mode.

6.2.1. System DVMA'
System DVMA responds to the lowest megabyte or the VMEbu5 address range in both the 24-bit and
32-bit VMEbus address spaces. This 1MB space is mapped into the highest megabyte in the virtua.l
address space or the current context, as indicated by the Context ID register. System DVl\.tA is enabled
vb. the EN.SDVMA bit in the System Enable register. System DVMA cycles use Supervisor access ror
protection checking; a VMEbus Bus Error is signalled if the page being accessed is not vali~ or if the
access has a protection violation. This error is Dot visible to the CPU.
VYE-Addrtss A24. A32

V1rtul Addreu

[OxOOOOOOOO •. OxOOOfFFFF]

[OxFFFOOOOO •• OxfFFFFFfF]

--------

6.2.2. User DVMA
responds to the most significant 2 GBytes or the V~1Ebus 32~bit address space (Le.,
~nd 24-bit address spaces are ignored. The V~1Ebus User DVtviA address space
contains two fields. V~1Ebus A<30 .. ~8> map into a 3 bit context ID, and V~1Ebus A<27 .. 1> with DSO
and DSI map directly into the 28 bit virtual address space for this context. User DVMA is enabled via
the User DVMA enable register, which has one bit per context. Ie a context is not enabled (or user DVMA,
then the CPU does not respond to the corresponding addresses on the Vlv1E cycle at all; this allows
sharing of the upper 2 gigabytes of the V}'fE address space with other V~ffi devices.
User

DV~1A

A<31>=I). The l&-bit

User DVMA cycles have User access for protection checking; a Vr..1Ebus Bus Error is signalled if the
page being accessed is not valid or the access has a protection violation. This bus error is not visible to
the CPU. VMEbus masters that expect bus error support (rom the CPU must then post an interrupt to
the CPU and must make the appropriate information about the bus error available to the CPU.
VVE-Addrt ..

V1rtuLl Addre ..

[OrBOOOOOOO •• OxBFFFFFFFl
(OxgOOOOOOO •. Ox~ffFFFfFl

cx=O
CX=l
CX=2
0=3
CX=.
CX=&
CX=O
0=7

[O:AOOooooo .. oxAFfFFFFfl
[OxBOOOOOOO •• O.r..BfFFFFIT]
[OxCOOOOOOO .. OrCFFFFFFF]
[OxDOOOOOOO .. OxDtffFFFF]
[OxEDOOOOOO .. Ox!1FFfFFF]
[OxFOOOOOOo .. ex} f Ff r FFr 1
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[OxOOOOOOOO .. OrOFFFfFff]
[crCooocOOO,.OxQFFFfFFF]
[orOoooOOOO .. OxOFfFFFff]
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7. CPU Reset
There are rive possible reset source~ for Sun-3 configurations: Power-On reset, VMEhus SYSRESET-,
Watchdog reset, a User Reset switch, and CPU reset. Two of these, the Vr..1Ebus SYSRESET- and the
User Reset 6witch, are optional by configuration.
.
The following chart indicates the devices or system bus 5ignals that are reset by each source. Followin&
the chart, each reset source is described.
DEVIC'E/
WEbu. SIC'AI.

POWER

VVEbu.

W"TCH-

USD

01

RESET

DOC

SWITCH

B
B

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

P

P

P

y

y

y

Y
Y
y

y

B
B
B

Y

B

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

y

y

Y

B

Y
Y

B
B

Y
Y

y

MCfSB020 CPU
Y
y
ICSSBBI fPP
VKEbu. Sipah
VXEbu. SYSR.ESETP
WEbUI SYSP'AILY
Control Spac.
S7,t •• Enabl. r.,
Y
U•• r DV¥A Enabl. r., Y
y
Db.po.t.1c reI
Dulce Spac.
Floatin, Point. Ace:.
Y
'.cor7 Error Cntl ie, y
Interrupt reg
Y
Serbl Port.
Y
Ke7board/llou ..
Y
AYD Ethernet Intrfac. Y
Int.l Et.hern.t IfF
Y
SCSI lntnhc.
Y
tee M.aor7 Enable re, Y
tee Chip D1ag. re,
Y

B

B
B
B
B
B

CPU
IlfSET

Y

Y

y

y

Y.
Y

y

Y

r ••• t. the indicated d.Tie. during t~. indicat..d
r.,.t condition.
B a BUI juap.r option: R.,.t indicat.d CPU doyie •• if ~ua
SYSRESEl- 1. d~ly.n actly. (=0) trca
~u. board.
P a CPU-to-bu. Juaplr option: DriTI YXEbu. SYSRE$El- aetlT.
(=0) durin, indicatld r"I~ co~dit1on for CPU board.

Y

~ Al.~1'

.0..

Power-On Re:set. Power-On Reset (paR) is active ror 100 milliseconds minimum after the power supply
voltage reaches 4.5V. POR resets the CPU and clears the System Enable register rorcing boot state, and
it resets the diagnostic register, lighting all the LEDs. Other devices reset during Power-On reset are
indicated above.
VMEbu:s SYSRESET-. The VMEbus SYSRESET- must be activated by a jumper in configurations with
a system bus, normally only in the event that the CPU board is not. the V~bus arbiter. If so jumpered,
the CPU board does not itselr drive SYSRESET- or SYSFAll..- if the bus SYSRESET- i~ active.
Watchdog Re3d.. The Sun-3 architecture provides a watchdog circuit which generates a signal equivalent
to power-on reset (POR) whenever the CPU baIts with a double bus fault. A \Vatchdog Reset results in
the same devices being reset ~ the Power-On reset.
U"a" Re"et Switch. An optional User Reset Switch resets the same dcvices ~ the Power-On ncset.
CPU Re~rl. CPU Reset results from the CPU executing a Reset instruction.
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8. CPU Interrupts
8.1. Interrupt Sources
There are two sources of interrupts for Sun-3 systems: VMEbus interrupts and interrupts from devices
derined in the Sun-3 architecture.
The VMEbus interrupt handler for Sun-3 systems supports all levels (1:7) of VMEbu5 interrupts.
V?-..1Ebus interrupts have lower priority than onboard device interrupts at the same level.
A list of the interrupt assignments for devices defined in the Sun-3 architecture is in the table below:
L.~.l

7

e
6

4
3

2
1

D.~le.(.)

•••ory Error or Clock
SCC.
Clock
Video (Sun-3 Fra.e Buffer or Color Map)
Ethernet or S1.t •• Enabl. a-,itt.r 3
SCSI or S,.t •• En~bl. a.,ilttr 2
. S,.t .. Enable a_ghter 1

8.2. Interrupt Acknowledge Cycles
Interrupt acknowledge cycles are CPU Space cycles identified by A<17 .. 16> = '11'. The interrupt
vector number resulting from the execution of an interrupt acknowledge cycle may be a vector fetched
from the interrupting device, an autovector corresponding to the level of the interrupt acknowledge cycle,
or a spurious interrupt vector.
All Type 1 devices derined in the Sun-3 architecture use autovectored interrupts, except for the sec
UART's. Either vectored or autovectored interrupts may be implemented for UART's, with vectored
being the preferred implementation. Devices on the VMEbus use vectored interrupts.
A spurious interrupt vector results whenever an interrupt acknowledge cycle terminates by the assertion
of the bus error signal. Certain implementations of Sun-3 report spurious interrupts. In particular, the
railure of a device to return a vectored interrupt may be reported as a spurious interrupt. The contents of
the Bus Error register are not affected by the reporting of spurious interrupts.
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9. The Sun-3 Cache Architecture
9.1. The Sun-3 Cache: Introduction and Overview
D.1.1. The Sun-3 Cache: Introduction
" The Sun-3 cache architecture d~scribes a set. of caches with a common structure. In particular, all Sun-3
caches are direct mapped caches (i:e. t one way set associative) with a fixed block size. They vary only in
the number of cache blocks.
The number of cache blocks, together with other options indicated in the architecture. are Sun-3 cache
implementation parameters. These parameters must be specified as part oC the product speciCication .. _--

9.1.2. The Sun-3 Cache: Overview
The Sun-3 cache is organized as a direct mapped virtual addressed cache containing 16 byte blocks (or
lines). Its size is variable. from lK blocks (16K bytes) up to 8K blocks (128K bytes) for t.he largest.
allowable Sun-3 cache.
Sun-3 caches support 8 virtual contexts with 28 bit virtual address spaces.
For each 16 byt.e cache block t.here is a corresponding cache tag field. The tag field contains address
inCormation to uniquely identiCy the block data plus protection and control inCormation.
In the smallest. Sun-3 cache. a cache block and its corresponding tag Cield are addressed by A< 13 ..4 >;
in the largest. Sun-3 cache. i the block and tags are addressed by A < 16 . .4 >. To uniquely identify the
virtual address Cor a cache block, its tags contain the 3 bit Context ID (CIO) field plus a varying number
of "irtual address bits, depending on the cache size.
The t.ag field for the smallest Sun-3 cache contains address bits A<~7 .. 14>. Together with the cache
address, these tags uniquely identify the block address, A < 27.,4 >. Similary, the largest cache tags include
A < 27 .. 17>. (See below for a description of all tag bits.)
The Sun-3 cache contains only data from main memory. That is, each cache block's virtual address must.
transbte into a physical address from a Type 0 page in Device Space. Data Crom any Type 0 page which
is not marked -Don't Cache- in the ~n\'fU may be cached; tbis includes, in particubr, data accessible by
User or System DVMA.

9.2. The Sun-3 Cache: System Programming Requirements
Sun-3 caches are virtual address caches; implicit with the use of a" virtual address cache is a set or
system progr3mming restrictions which ~ruST be adhered to in order to guar3nlee system data
consistency. In addition, other restrictions on tbe mapping of Supen-isor pages are required for optimal
cache performance.

9.2.1. Data Consistency: Overview
Virtual addres5ing allow5 aliasing: the possibility of multiple virtual addresses mapping to the f>3me
physical address. If a Sun-3 cache were used without system page mapping rcstrictions, any two ArbitrAry
virtual addrcsses could occupy any two arbitrary cache localions and still map to the same phY6ica.l
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addres5. When cache blocks are modified, Suu-3 cache b:ndware provides NO data consistency che-cking
between difrerent cache blocks. D~t:). can become inconsistcnt when ch:lnge5 at one cache location are not
seen at anotber cache location. Ultimatcly, the data at the common phY5icai address in main memory are
going to include only part of the \Vrite modifications from the several cache locations.
The Sun-3 cache architecture 50lves this data consistency problem by providing two distinct
mechanisms. Both mechanisms require the interaction or sortware with 6pecial cache hardware to ensure
consistent data. Brieny, the first mechanism requires that all alias addresses which map to the same data
must. match in their low order 17 bits (modulo 1~8KB) IF these data are to be cached. The second
mechanism restricts data from being cached through the use of a -Don't. Cache- bit. which is defined-for
eOach page in the M~ru Page Map ..
Both or these mechanisms are explained in more detail below.

0.2.2. Data Consistency through Modulo 12SK Addressing
The first, and prefered, method or guaranteeing data consistency is through restricting the use of alias
addressing ror cache data. To guarantee that all alias virtual addresses map to a common cacb~ location,
it is REQUIRED that any two alias virtual addresses must match in their low order 17 bits (i.c., modulo
128K). This applies to alias addresses within the same context as well as aliases between contexts.
Note that to guarantee data consistency, ANY write to a page requires that ALL references to that page
(read or write) adhere to this restriction. No requirement is placed on alias addressing to Read Only pages.
Also note that other means are available to guarantee limited data consistency, ror example, in alias
addressing between User contexts. If the operating system nushes the cache through -Flush Cache Set
(Context lvlatch)- commands in Control Space at the time of User context switches, then data consistency
between User contexts is assured. The cache nusb, however, is relatively 610w and does nothing ror alias
addressing within the context. Further, cache blocks with Supervisor protection arc unarrected by this
nush command.
The hardware controls to guarantee data consistency within a single cache block are described in the
section - Cache Misses and Data Consistency - below.

9.2.3. Data Consistency through Don't Cache Pages
The second mechanism t.o ensure data consistency is through the use of a -Don't Cache Page- bit in th~
t>.i!\fU Page ?viap. If this control bit is set for a page, then all data accesses to this page are made directly
to and from main memory. In bypassing the cache, the virtual cache data consistency problem is avoided.
Since ali3S a.ddressing is possible, ir 3 page is marked -Don't Cache- in one MMU Page Map entry, then
it must. be marked -Don't Cache- in aU alias Page Map entries. Data consistency is not guaranteed
otherwise.

0

Generally. direct memory data accesses are much slower than cache accesses. Frequent references to
-Don't Cache- pages will consequently h3rm system performance.

9.2.4. !\1apping of Supervisor Pages
There are two additional requircmcLts for the mapping of Supervisor pages on systems implementing a
Sun-3 cache. These requirements are not rebted to cache data consistency, but rather are rundamental to
the definition of a c3cne abit·; see the section -Definition of a Cache Hit a below_
First, the Sun-3 cache architecture rcquire~ that all 5upcrvisor p3.gC5 must have identic3.1 addre5~
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mappings across all contexts.
Second, for protect.ion consistency, the Sun-3 cache archit.ect.ure requires that ir a page is marked ~
having Supervisor access within one context, then that page must be marked as having Supervisor access
for all contexts.
These requirement.s ensure that, with the cache hit and protection definitions 6tated below, no
dirferences in data protection should be discernable whether a Sun-3 cache is enabled or disabled.

9.3. The Sun-3 Cache: Its Structure and Operation
9.3.1. Cache Tags
Sun-3 cache tags are listed below. The use or these tags in cache control is explained in the next section.

(l bit): Indicates that the tags and data at the addressed cache block are both valid.
Neither tags nor data have meaning ir the Va!id bit is reset.

o Valid

• Modified (1 bit): Indicates that the cache block has been modified by one (or more) \Vrite
cycles.
• Virtual Address field (from 11 to 14 bits, depending on cache size): Virtual address bits which,
together with the cache address, uniquely identify a cache block in a 28 bit virtual address
space. For a 16K byte Sun-3 cache, the Virtual Address field is A<27 .. 14>; for a 128K byte
Sun-3 cache, the VA field is A<27 .. 17>.
o

Protection (2 bits): \\Trite Allowed and Supervisor Access protection bits, identical to those in
the M~ru. The use of the Protection bits is explained below under Definition of Cache
Protection.

• Context ID (CID) field (3 bits): Identifies the Context for the cache block.
• Reserved (3 bits): May be read or written, but have no efrect.
• Unused VA bits (Variable; depends on cache size): Unused VA bits are undefined.
• Unused (8 bits): Unused bits -,D<7 ..0» are undefined.
Slriu. C&ch. T&, fora&t (for R.&d/lrlt. TA! Control Sp&c.
0~1

O~O

020 029 027 02e 025 024

I

02~

op.r~tlon.):

022 021 020 010 018 017 Ole

1------1-

1-------1
---Virtu .. l Addre ..- - - - - - -

016 014 013 012 011 010 000 Doe 007 Doe 006

1-

-I

I

DO~ oo~

002 001 000

1

I

-VA->\lfrtISupIRI-I<--CIO->I<----'Ullu'.d------->1
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g.3.2. Accessing the Cache
Cache operations include read cycles, write cycle-s, and Control Space operations. To access the cache ror
any or these operations, generally the rollowing inrormation is required: a Device Space/Control Space
indicator (Function Code bits; implrmcntation dependent); a 3 bit context I.D. (from the CID register or
VME address bits A<30 .. 28»; the ~8 bit virtual address (A<~7 .. 0»; the Supervisor/U6er access bit; a
Read/\Vrite bit; and the data ti'ansfer size (Size bits; encoding is implementation dependent). On write
cycles, up to one longword or data is also required; the data alignment is implementation dependent.
All of this information is required for cache read and write cycles. On Control Space operations, ·some
may not be required; see the Control Space section, below. Timing requirements at the cache interrace f.or
this information are implementation dependent.

9.3.3. Definition of a Cache Hit
In this section, the cache -hit- is defined for read and write cycles and for the Block Copy (Read) and
Block Copy (\Vrite) Control Space operations. The -hit- criteria ror other Control Space operations are
explained in the Control Space section, below.
There' are two requirements ror a cache hit. First, the access address A<27 •.4> must match the cache
virtual address tags plus the cache block ?ddress.
Second, either the access context ID must match the cache Context ID tags, or the cache Supervisor
protection tag must be set. If the cache Supervisor Access tag is 5et, then the cache block may be accessed
regardless oC the access context ID.
This -hit- definition does not necessarily imply a valid cache access, since it takes no account or
protection checking (below).

9.3.4. Definition of Cache Protection
Cache protection checking is defined for read and write cycles and ror the Block Copy (Read) and Block
Copy (\Vrite) Control Space operations. Protection checking in inhibited on all other cache speciric
Control Space operations and during -\Vrite Back a. cycles (see Cache Access and Block Repbcement,
below).
.
There are three requirements. First, no cache protection violation can result unless there is a cache hit.
Second, if the access has User protection, a protection violation results on a hit if either the cache block
has Supervisor protection, or if the access attempts to write into a cache block whose Write Allowed tag is
reset. Third, if the access has Supervisor protection, a protection violation results on a hit only if the
access attempts to write into a cache block whose \Vrite Allowed tag is rcset.
A protection violation terminates the bus cyc1e with a bus error,
the Bus Error register (on CPU bus cycles).

whil~

setting the Protection Error bit in

9.3.5. Enabling the Cache
The ·En~ble Extern~l C~che· bit, D< 4 > of the System Enable register, determines whether the cache
is enabled for read and write cycles. In Boot st~te, the cache is disabled. If disabled, all cache accesses
·miss· the cache, no clcbe blocks afe wrilten back to memory, and memory data are directly read from
or written to main memory. Block Copy (ncad) and I3lock Copy (\Vrite) Control Space opcration5
operate from main memory, ignoring the cache. All other Control Space opcration!5 for the cache,
however, remain unarrected by the Enable bit.
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D.3.6. Cache Initialization
The state of a Sun-3 cache following a Powcr-On reset, User Switch reset, or \Vatchdog reset may be
indeterminate. The reset forces the Enable External Cache bit (above) to be inactive. To initialize the
cache, the Valid tags for all cache blocks must. be reset. by issueing '\Vrite Cache Tags' commands in
Control Space before the Enable External Cache bit. is set active (see Control Space, below).

0.3.7. Read and Write ·Cycles: Cache Hit Operation
For the Sun-3 cache, read and write cycles begin by determining whether the cache access 'hits' or
'misses' the cache. If the access 'hits' the cache, t.hen a protect.ion check is made. Ir a protection
violation is found, a protection error terminates the bus cycle; no valid data are read (read cycle) or
written (write cycle), and no block tags are updated.
.

Ir no protection violation is found, the cache cycle is valid. On a valid read cycle, up to a longword of
cache data is read from the cache. Data alignment is implementation dependent. On a valid write cycle, if
the Modified block tag is active, then up to a longword or access data is written into the block. The sizes
oC data updates and alignment r'!quirements are implementation dependent. No bloc.k tags are updated on
either of these cycles.
Ir the Modified tag is inactive on a valid write cycle, then both the Modiried block tag bit and the
Modified bit, in the MMU Page ~bp must be updated. The cache data may be rewritten rrom memory
data during the tag and M~ru update, depending on the implement~tion. Cache data will be updated by
writing up to a longword of access data into the block. Again, the sizes of data updates and alignment
requirements are implement~tion dependen t.

9.3.8. Read and ¥lrite Cycles: Cache Miss Operation
A cache - miss' on. read and write cycles in Device Space may be caused by either an access to a
cacheable Type 0 page whose data are missing rrom the cache, or by an access to a -Don't Cache- page
or a non-Type 0 page. Rcading the M~ru Page ?\1ap determines whether the access data should be in the
cache.

Ir the M~ru translates the access address to a valid Type 0 page whose 'Don't Cache' bit is inactive,
then the cache will be updated at the block corresponding to the access address on both read and write
cycles. The cache tags wilt be updated to :.\...()w the access context and virtual address, the Valid bit will be
set active, and the l\1odificd bit will be set .)n a write cycle.

9.3.9. Cache--Misses and Data Consistency
The source of a valid block of data to update the cache following a cache 'miss' may be either Type 0
memory or the old cache block data. The selection depends on the contents of the old cache block to be
replaced. If the cache block contain5 an invalid entry, then the source of the data update is memory. If
.. the cache block is valid, then data consistency issues determine the source.
In the section 'Data Consistency through ~1odulo 1~8K Addressing- above, it was 6tated that cache
data consistency would be guaranteed if all alias addresses were to map to a common cache location
modulo 1~8K. V/ith modulo l~SK addressing, it is possible that the access virtual address and cache tag
virtual address both transbte to the 5ame pbysical block. The Sun-3 cache architecture requires a
physical address comp:uator to determine whether the traoslated block addre~se~ are ide-otica!. The
numbcr of addrcss bits comp:ucd in the physical addr('!'~ comparator is implementation dependent.
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lC the physical addre5s(,~ compare, then t.he 50urce of valid dab. to update the cache is the old cache
block data. If the old cache block has no\, been modifi('d, t.hen t.he cache data and memory data are
identical. Either can serve as the data source, depending on the implementation. Ir the old cache block has
been modified, then the old cache data must be the source for the cache update.
Once the source of valid block data h3.S been determined, the access cycle can complete. On read cycl~s.
up to a longword of data may be read direclly from the source or from the cache following the cache
update, depending on the implementation. On write cycles, up to ~ longword of acce55 data may be
written into the cache. The size of data updates and cache data alignment arc implementation dependent.

D.3.10. Write Back Cycles
The Sun-3 cache is a write-bade cache: modified data are held in the cache until a cache block is either
replaced (on Do cache miss) or nushed (see the Control Space section, below). Memory cycles which write
modified cache block~ back into memory are called Write Back cycles.
Following a cacbe -miss- on a read or write cycle, the cacbe block addressed on the access will be
updated, provided the access address translates to a .:acheable page. The sources for the upda~e may be
either t.be' old cache block data or main memory (see above). lC the source is the old cache block, cache
data need not be rewritten to memory. If the source is the main memory, then an old cache block which is
valid and modified must be written back to memory. This cache data may be temporarily bufCered; the
architecture does not. require that the \Vrite Back cycle to memory complete prior to updating the cache
with new data.
.
Similarly, during a Flush Cache Set. operation in Control Space, valid and modified cache blocks must be
written back to memory if they satisfy the -nush match- criteria.
During a \Vrite Back cycle, the virtual address for the block being rewritten must be translated in the
Any translation error is signalled as a -\Vrite Back. - error interrupt to the CPU. No protection
checking is perCormed.
~1~ru.

9.3.11. Cache Error Conditions
There are two types oC errors unique to systems with Sun-3 caches. These are Asynchronous Time Out
errors and \Vrite Back errors.
In Sun-3 systems with caches, a time out error may be reported differently, depending on when the
condition is detected. IC the condition is detected while either a CPU or DV~1A bus cycle is in process,
then the time out is reported as a bus error to the CPU or DVMA master. On CPU bus cycles, the
Tl~IEOUT bit. (D<5» in the Bus Error register records the cause of the error. (See also the Bus Error
register description.)
,
'

IC the time out error is detected during a \Vrite Back cycle (above), then it is reported, iC enabled, as an
interrupt to the processor. The TI~fEOvT bit (D <3» in the ~1emory' Error Control register records this
error.
'. A \Vrite Back error resl.!lts whenever a translation exception is detected for the address of a valid and
modified cache block which must be written back to memory during a \Vrite Back cycle (above). This
error, if enabled, is also r('ported to the processor as an interrupt and is recorded as the \VI3ACKEnR bit
(0 < 2» in the Memory Error register. Note that no protection check is performed during the Vvrite
Back address translation.
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9.4. The Sun-3 Cache and the MMU
g.4.1. The MMU Accessed Bit
In Sun-3 systems with no cache, an M~ru Accessed bit is updated on every bus cycle to memory. In
Sun-3 systems with a cache, no ~n.ru update is made ir the memory read or write aCCt'5S ·hits· the cache.
If the operating system resets an MMU Accessed bit, this means that the bit will nol be set again in cache
5ystems until there is a cache miss for data contained in that page. Note that the Control Space
commands Block Copy (Read) and Block Copy (\Vrite) may also update the MtvlU Accessed bit.
As a consequence, MMU Accessed bits may be somewhat inaccurate in reflecting page use age within
Sun-3 systems with caches.

9.4.2. Modified Bits for the Cache and MMU
The cache and MMU Modified bits are coordinated as follows. Ir a Write access misses the. cache, then
the Mtvru Access and Modified bits plus the cache Valid and l\-10dified bits are all set active when data are
returned from main memory. For subsequent \Vrites to the same cache block, no tag updates are
required.

If a Read access misses the cache, then the MMU Access bit and the cache Valid bits are set active when
data are returned from main memory. If a subsequent Write access to this same block occurs, then both
the cache Modified and MMU Modified bits must be set actiye. Again, subsequent Writes do not affect
the cache tags.

9.4.3. Write Back Cycles, Control Space Operations, and the MMU
\Vrite Back cycles and Control Space operations (see below) require special mention regarding their use
of the MMU. M1ru translations are required during \Vrite Back cycles, flushes, and Block Copy
oper:ltions. During \Vrite B:lcK cycles and n1lshes, NO protection checking is performed; checking is done
for Block Copy operations.
The MMU is never updated on \Vrite Bac:k cycles or flushes. On Block Copy (Read) operations, the
MMU Accessed bit of the block read is upd=,ted if the block is not in the cache. On Block Copy (\Vrite)
oper:ltions. the Accessed and Modiried bits ue both updated.

9.5. Control Space Operations for the Sun-3 Cache

9.5.1. Control Space Operations: Overview
There are four Control Space oper:ltioD~ for the Sun-3 cache.
Rcad/\Vrite Cache Data; Flush; and Block Copy.

These are Read/V/rite Cache Tags;

The sizes of data tr:msrers supported for cache Control Sp:lce operations are implementation dependent.
Detailed descriptions of the cacbe control operations are given below. The following notation is used: a
data bit value of ·d a iDdic~te5 -DoD't C:!re·.
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g.5.2. Read/Write Cache Tags
REGISTER/lAP

A<31 •• 2B> 0<1 •. 0) SIl&

CACHE TACS

ADDRESS FIEl.D

----------.-----------------------

10IC

0%9

A< 18 •• .(u

• Addrt •• fltld tor 129lB cacb.; A<ll •• '() tor leKB each.
"

A Rt~ or Irit. co •• and in Control Spac ••
At the addr •••• d each. bloct. -a.ad or Irit. th. each. tal' a.
data in a 32 bit for.at.
Data Ihld.:
031 030 02Q 028 027 028 026 02.( 023 022 021 020 010 DIB 017 Ole

I
I
I Vall Kod I a... nd 1 ( - - - -

I

I

I

Virtual Addr ... - - - - - - - -

016 Dl'( 013 012 011 010 000 DOa 007 008 006 00,( 003 002 001 000

I

I

I

I

--VA-->IVrtISupIR.-l<---CID---)1<
con't.1Prot.ctl •• rTtd

Unu.td

I
)1

Data for.at:
32 bit (lolical) data, 0<31 •• 0).
Unu •• d bit, 0<7 •• 0) art und.fintd.
S1z,. of data tran,r'r •• upporttd art i.pl •• tntation dtptndtnt.
lott: Irltinl all Valid bit. with 0', initialize. tht c~cht.
Bu. Error Condition.: lonl.
Inttrrupt. Ctntrattd: lont.

9.5.3. Read/Write Cache Data
REC!STER/lAP

A<31 •• 29) 0<1 •• 0> SIZ&
OxO

CACHE DATA

TYPE.

ADOP.ESS F I El..J)

LOlC

• Addrt •• field for 12SlB eacht: A<13 •. 2> for leXB cach.
Addrl.' nott: A<3 •. 2) Lddrt •• a Lon~ord within a cache block.

A R.ad or Irit. coeaand in Control ~pac,.
Rtad or Irit. the cach. data at tht addr •••• d cach. block.
Cach. ta~. art not ch.cktd for thi. optration.
Data fouat: '"
32 bit data, 0<31 •• 0>.
Sizt. of data tran.ftr •• upporttd art iapI,.entation dtptndtnt.
Bu. Error Condition.: lont.
Int.rrupt. C.ntrattd: Ion •.
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9.5.4. Flush Cache Operations: Overview
Three Flush Cache operations are defined, dependiDg on the match criterb.: the context match nusb, the
page match nush, and the segment match nush. All operations operate over a set. of cache blocks. A ~t is
ddiDed as one or mote cache blocks, the number of blocks being a power of two and impleme'ntation
dependent. The sLarting address for a set is specified in the command, with the 3.Ssumption that lower
order address bits are D's. By incrementing the set address, a sequence of Flush Cache Set commands will
nush the entire cache.
....---Each cache nush command may change the cache in two ways. First, each nush command causes all
Valid and Modified blocks from the set which satisfy the £lush match criteria to be written back to main
memory. Second, each nush command causes all Valid blocks· within the set which satisry the match
criteria to be invalidated ..
The match criteria for nush commands are defined below.

9.5.5. Flush Cache Set [Context Match]
REGISTER/lAP
FLUSH CACHE
SET (COJITEXT)

A<~1

•• 28) D<1 •• 0) SIZE

OxA

·01"

X/A

•• A<18 •. 4) corre.pond. to 128(9 cLche
Upper bound of A<18 .• 4) T~rie. with
Lower bound of A<18 .. () Tarie. with
11n. addu .. field = CX<2 •• 0) (with

ADDRESS FIEl..D

WRITE

CX<2 .. 0). A<10 •• 4) ••

(a LX) with 1 block S.~ (a in)
cache .ize:
Sot .i%t for flu.h
Setdu = cache .he)

A Vrite co .. ~d in Control Space.
Oper~tion '~~ry:

Flu.h fro. the c~che ~ll cache block. within
cp.citied context .hich Lre trOD U,I ~ protected p~g.'.
Flu.h .Ltch criteria: The SCp.fTi.or pre .eetion tal .o.t be
r ••• t eu.er .pact), and the Context It ta~. au.t = the
Context ID r.,i.ter (~ bit.).
DLh fond,:
(0<1 •• 0) D '01") ldontlU .. thh noe: cOIlDud La ~ Context.
lbtch nuh.
DU not. .. : 10 IOn) protection ch.ck 1. t! . .:e, ~d no update 11
ptrfora.d on kW Acc .... d or lIodlUeC:· bi ta.
Error interrupt condition:
Write BLck error if th. addre •• tran.lat.ion for & Valid ~nd
Modified cLche block i. InYLlid.
Jot .. :
A Context Flu.h i. u•• d to .nsur. cache addr ••• in( con.i.tency
.h.nly.r & nl' actiTI cont.l%t replLct. an old cont.xt in t.h.
rYU. Tht Cont..xt Ylu.h .u.t be perforDtd b.for. the old
context r.f.t.nct. ~r. reacT.d trot the VVU. linCI the ¥vu
i. required to trLn.1Lte the cach. block.' Tlrtu~l ~drle.e ••
&
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g.S.6. Flush Cache Set [Pa.ge Match}
RrCISTER/KAP
fLUSH CACHE

A<31 •• 2B) 0<1 •. 0) SIZE

Od

SET (PACE.)
II

·10·

./A

ADDRESS FI D.J)
IRI~

CX<2 •• 0), A<27 •• 13).
A<12 •. U "

A<12 •. 4> eorrl'pond. ~o 1 block Se~ (.in)
Lowlr boun4 of A<12 •. 4) Tari,. wi~b Se~ .ill for flu.b
Min. &ddre •• fi.ld • CX<2 •• 0>. A<27 •• 1S) (wl~b SI~ .il. )- 9KB)

--------

A Writ. co •• LD4 in Control

Sp~c ••
r1u.b fro. ~b. eaeb. all each. block. within
a 'p.clfi.d pa, •• r.,ard1 ••• of ~h. pa,. prot.ctiOD.
Flu.h .atch cr1~.rl&: Two crit.ria .u.t b•• &~i.fl.d.
Flr.~, the each. blocko. Tlrtual pac. &ddr ••• A<27 •• 1S) au.~
aateh th. aec ••• pal' addre •• A<27 •• 1S). On. (or aor.) bit. fro. th.
each. block·. pa,. addr ••• A<27 •• 13) fora par~ of ~h. each. ~dr ••• :
~h. o~h.r. art ~a, bi~ •• Th, boundar7 bet.e •• the tal bi~. LDd the
each. &ddr ••• fi.ld i. iapleDlntation dlplndln~. For .x~.ple. in a
lClB each., A<lS) 1. part of the each. ~dr •••• Lnd A<21 •• 1.) art tag ••
Th ••• cond crit.r10. 1. that .ithlr the caehe bloct·. Suplryl.or
prot.ction tal be ae~lTe pr tha~ ~he each. block'. Context ID
f1.ld .a~ch •• the Cont.xt ID r.g1stlr.
Data for.at.:
(0(1 •• 0) • °10·) 1d.ntifl •• thi. flu.h co •• and a. a Pa,.
htch fluh.
WVU note.: 10 WVU protection check i. don •• and no update i.
p.rfor.ld on IXU Ace •••• d or lodlfi.d bit ••
Error int.rrupt condition:
Writ. Back .rror if the addr ••• tran.lation for a Valid and
Kodifi.d each. block 1. inTalid.
lot. .. :
Th, Pa,1 Flu.~ 1. u•• d durin, p~'1 .an~"'lnt to pur,. all
rarar.nca. to a Tirt.ual pas. fro. the cach •• It .u.t b.
perfor •• d b.for. the kVU i. updat.ed to r •• oy. the pa, ••
• ine. the .xu 1. requir.d to ttLn.l~t. the c~cb. blocks"
Tirtual addr ••••••

Oplr~tio •• u•• ar7:
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0.5.7. Flush Cache Set [Segment Match]
REGISTER/MAP 1..<31 •. 20) 0<1 •. 0) SIr£
FLlJSH CACHE
SET (SEClEIT)

OltA

'11'

1/1..

ADDRESS F Ul..D

IlIrE

CX<2 .• 0>, 1..(27 •• 17),
1..<18 •• 0 "

•• 1..<18 •• 4) corr •• pond. to 128(8 each. CaLX) with 1 block S.~ C.in)
Upper bound of A(18 •• 4) ~ari'l with each. 111.:
Low.r bound of 1..<18 •• 4> yari •• with Sit .1z1 for flu.h
MiD. addre •• f11ld a CX<2 •• 0), A(27 •• 17) Cwith S.t .1z. a each.)

A .rit. co.aLnd in Control Spac ••

OperatioD .uaaar1: Plu.h fro. the cachl all each. block. within
& 'p.cifi.d •• c-ent, re,.rd11 •• of the pal' protectioD.
Plu.h .atch criteria: two critlria .o.t be .ati.fl.d.
Fir.t, the 'IC-Int addre •• 1..<27 •• 17) fro. the cache block'. yirtual
addr ••• tal' .u.t .atch tht ace ••• ler-.nt addr ••• A(27 •• 17).
the .Icond crit.rion i. that e1ther the each. block'. SuperTi.or
protection tal bt actiyt or that the each. block', Contlxt 10
filld •• tch •• th. Conte~ 10 r.,llter.
Data. foraat:
(0(1 •• 0) = '11') identifi •• thil flu.h COaALDd •• a Sogaent
Mi.tch flush.

KIU notl': 10 XKU protlction check i. done, and no update i.
p.rfor •• d on KVU Acc •••• d or Modified bit ••
Error interrupt condition:
Irit. Back .rror if the addr ••• tran.lation for a Valid Lnd
Mod1fi.d each. block il 1nyalid.
lot .. :
Thl S'C-.nt FluDh i. u•• d du~in, pa~. a&na, ••• nt to purge all
r.f.renc •• to a Tirtual •• ga.nt fro. the each •• It i.
r.quir.d .hon.T.r an Letiy. Par' Map Entry Croup (PKEC)
.~.t b. r.plac.d.
It .u.t b. p.rfor •• d b.tor. the rwu 1.
updat.d to r.moy. the P~ •• inc. the lWU 1. r.quired ~
tran.lat. the each. block.' Tirtual 'ddr ••••••
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0.5.8. Block Copy: Introduction
Block Copy (Read) anti Block Copy (Write) are commands which, executed in sequence, cause a block o(
data to be moved from one block address to another while maintaining cache data integrity and avoidin,
the di~placement o( any valid blocks from the cache. The source block for a Block. Copy sequence may be
either a cache block or main memory; the destination is always a block in main memory.
Block Copy (Read) and (Write) must maintain cache data consistency. For both Block Copy (Read) and
(\Vrite), the virtual a.ddress hit. criteria are the same as those used in cache read and write accesses. An
additional comparison is required for both Block Copy (nead) and (\Vrite) ir the command address
-misses- the cache. In this case, t.he translated physical address for the command must be compared wit.h
the translated cache block address. If t.hey match, the command address and cache block address are
synonyms, and the command must be handled :1S a cache 'hit-.

or

In what rollows, the term -hit- indicates either a virtual address· -hit.physical address match. Ir a
Block Copy (Read) command ·hits· the cacne, the source block ror the copy operation is taken Crom the
cache; otherwise the source is in main memory. No protection violation can occur, since Block Copy
(Read) bas Supervisor read access. The MMU Accessed bit is updated if the Block Copy (Read) command
- misses· the cache.
.
The destination of the Block Copy (\\Trite) command is always main memory. If the Block Copy (\Vrite)
command -hits· the cache, then the cache block must be invalidated. A protection violation for the \Vrite
command will result. if the page for the destination blo"ck prohibits writes. A protection violation prevents
both writing the block and updating the M~ru. Otherwise, both the M!\ru Accessed and Modified bits will
be updated by a valid Block Copy (\Vrite) command.
Certain restrictions apply to the instruction sequence which may be executed between a Block .·Copy
(Read) and Block Copy (\Vrite). First, if any changes are made to the source block following the execution
of a Block Copy (Read) but before a Block Copy (\Vrite), the results of those changes are unpredictable in
the Block Copy (\Vrite) block. Second, if any other Block Copy (Read) or (\Vrite) commands are executed
during the instruction sequence, the results c-f the original Block Copy commands are unpredictable.
Implementations of Block Copy

Sun Microsystcm5 Inc
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U.5.D. Block Copy

[Read}

kECISTER/KAP A<31 •• 20) D<1 •. 0)

SI~

ADD R.ESS 'I E1.J)

BLOC! COPY (u:AD)

./1.

CXC2 •• 0). A<27 •• ()

OxB

A and co_ud tEl COIat.rol Spac••

S•• a\o•••
Dat.a for-at.: ,/1..
Error 1At..rrupt. co~dlt.loll: ECC" .rror (i.pl •• entat.ion depend.nt.).

Op.ratlo~:

U.S.10. Block Copy [Write]
REGISTER/MAP 1.<31 •• 28) D<I •• 0) SItE
BLOCI COPY (nUD

ox»

./1.

ADDRESS YlEl.D

WRITE

CXC2 .. 0). A<27 •. 4)

A Writ.. co ••~d iA COlat.rol Space.

Operat.ion: See &~o •••
Dat.a for.at.: ,/1..
Error int..rrupt. condit.ion:

Sun
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10. The Sun-3 ECC Memory Architecture
10.1. The Sun-3 Ece Memory: Overview
ECC memory is the standard memory for Sun-3 systems with caches. However, the ECC memory
architecture, as specified below, is not restricted to cache ba..sed systems alone.
ECC memory requires three control registers on each memory board mapped into the Device Space. One
or these registen initializes the base address or the memory board; the base address of e3ch board is
restricted to be a multiple of the size of the board. (For example, the base address or an 8 MB board must
be located on an 8 ME address boundary.) The second register captures the failing address and syndrome
on single bit errors, and the third defines the mode and operation of the ECC chips.
The contents of these registers and how they are accessed are discussed in the following sections.
In addition, the Memory Error Control and Memory Error Address registers on the processor board
control and record ECC error interrupts to the processor. See the section ·~1emory Error Registers·
above for a discussion of these registers.
I

10.1.1. ECC Memory Operations
The rollowing operations are supported by ECC Memory:
• Bus ~femory Cycles: Read and write main memory in response to CPU, DV~lA, or cache
Write Back bus cycles.
o Register Access Cycles: Rcad and write memory control registers.

All registers are addressable

through a single Type 1 page in Device Space; see below .
• Refresh Scrub Cycles: IC enabled, a data scrub will be performed during memory refresh.

10.1.2. Memory Error Conditions
There are two error conditions which may be detected in ECC memory: Correctable Errors (CEts) and
Un correctable Errors (UE's). These may be detected during either memory access cycles or refresh scrub
cycles.
How these errors are reported to the processor (or DVMA master) is discussed below.

10.2. Error Reporting for ECe Memory Systems
The following sections summarize first the controls to enable error reporliD& and second how the error
rcporting dirrers according to the type of memory cycle and error.

10.2.1. Enabling Error Checking and Reporting
A table listing the Dames aDd functions of enable bits (or crror reporting is given below.
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[.uDh Bit./

Appli .. 0&

Y1l1l.ct,10& of

a.,ht.er/Bd

...ory Cycl ..

EDablt

[.CC ElIABl.V

Due ... OfY

Enable. Chick Bi\ ,euefatio~
and both ~ and UE report.ln,
to .e. Error re, o. CPU Bd

cyel .. only

. . . [nab/ . . .

B1\

SCRUB DABU./l aeh .. h Scrub I Enabl •• Check Bi\

t.. Enab/&f .. I

C1cl .. onlT

I
I

,
I

,en.ratio~

and OILY a: report.iD,
to ... E:rror
on CPU Bd
~ report,in, i. inhibit.ed)

re,

All
Enabl •• CE bit. in ••• Error
Bu•• eaorT.
a.,: CE 1. I.t. if the Error
1efr.. b Scrubl Stat.u. bit, (DO) in t.h.
I Corr.ct.able Error 1., on
I AIY .,. B4 1. act.iY': C&
I bit. i. r ••• t. only .b.n ALL
I Error Statu. bit.. art r ••• t.

DABLE CE/

••• Error/CPUI
I

I
I
I
I
(Ion.)

.

I

I Bu ...orr

I er cl .. olllr
I
ElABIL liT!

.... Error/Ci'U1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

UE bit. in ••• Error R_, 1.
al •• r' .nabl.d and 1. ..t.
UE report.d to CPU B4

OD

Enabl •• int.rrupt to CPU if
All
Bu. 1II •• orr,
anT .rror blt. in tb ••• mory
i. act.iy ••
adr .. b Scrubl Error
I Th •• rror bit., 00:D3,
I includ. the CE, UE.
I YBAClERR. and tIMEOUT bit ••
I (S.. -Cach. Error CondiI t.ion.- in t.he Sun-~ Cach.
I for IBACIERR, TlUEOUT.)

R.,

10.2.2. Reporting ECC Errors
Uncorretable and Correctable errors are reported to the CPU or

DV~1A

Master as follows.

• On DVMA cycles, the ONLY error that is reported to the DVlvlA Master is an Uncorrectable
error on the data requested during a DVt-.1A Read cycle. This UE is reported to the ~iaster as
a bus error. Errors resulting from DV~1A \Vrite cycles or cache Write Back cycles resulting
from DVMA are not reporte~ to the DVMA M:l5ter.
• Correctable and Uncorrectable errors, if enabled, are reported to the processor as interrupts ir
they result from CPU, DV~·L'" or \Vrite Back bus cycles. Correctable errors resulting from
refresh 5crub cycles, if enabled, arc also reported as interrupts. UncorrectabJe errors resulting
from refresh scrub cycles are not reported.
.
• Note tha.t the Memory Error Address register on the processor board does NOT capture the
failing address of Correctable errors. The Correctable Error Reg on each memory board 5av~
this address. The Memory Address Error Reg saves the virt.ual addresses (or Un correctable
errors, \Vrite Back errors, and those Timeout errors reported as interrupts.
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10.3. Device Space Registers for ECC Memory
In this ~ction, the re~ister8 derined in the Device Space (Type 1 access) for ECC control wbicb :ue OD
memory boards are examined in detail. The Memory Error Control and Memory Error Addres! registers
for ECC error reporting are discussed in the section ·l\femory Error Registers·.

10.4. Addressing Registers on ECC Memory Boards
Each memory board on the Sirius bus contains three different Device Space registers. All or these
registers are addressable through a single page in the Device Spac~.
Initialisation:

s ••

the

eh~pt.r

on CPU R••• t

DlYICl!: ADDl

DEVICE

PRYS. SPACE

ECC ' .. orr

A<7 ••0)

(D,cod. A(20 •• 17»
OsOOlEOOOO

1

\Vithin this page, address bits A7:A6 address the memory board number (set by jumpers). Address bits
A3:AO address each of the three registers, as shown below.
ADDa
A<7 •• 8)cBd'
A<3 •• 0)=0:rl)
A<S •• 0>=Ox4
A<3 •• 0>=0%9

REGISTER

DATA

ECC J(D ElfABLE
CDIUtECTABlL ~Jl
ECC CHIP OIAC

READ-IRITE
WORD
READ-DIlLY
lORD
M Bi 11 Wit 1IE-On.Y

TYPE

------

------------

The ECC Chip Diagnostic register may only be written by word or longword writes on word (longword)
boundaries (see below).

10.4.1. The ECC Memory Enable Register
ECC memory uses 28 bit physical addressing. The ECC ~femory Enable register supports 28 bit
physical addressing on the memory bus. The contents or this H3 bit register are shown below.
ECC WDroRY DlABLE REC I STER
BIT

-----------------------------------------TYPE
-------....:...------------------------------

0<6 •• 0)

n.a.sE J.DDRESS

re~-wr1t.

O<~>

0<7>

BOARD DlABlL
BUS ECC DlA.9

read-writ..

0<0>

SCRUB OABlL

rea.d-wr1t,

0<10 •. 0)

BnAAD SIn:

rnA-only

re~d-write

Ba., Addr ••• : co.pare with
bu. ~ddr ••• A<27 .. 22>
OT.r~ll me.oty bo~rd .nabl.
EtC g'ner~tionJch.ck .n~bl.
on m•• orT bu. cycl ••
En~bl. r.fr •• b .crub cycl.
with Correctable Err report
Board .1%e encodin,:
00 • 4 1m
01 c 8 w:B
10
1t1 1m
11 c 32 1m

=

0<11>
EXABLE 0.0
0<12>
DtABlL orl
0<16 .. 13> BOARD TYPE

SUD

~ficrosystcm~
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t.~d- ..

re~d- ..

ri t.
rlt.

r.~d-on11

2Q60 pin ova
EnLble 20eo p1n OIl
Board type identifier
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The regi5t.er cont~nt& are used

a.5

follows:

• The Base Addr~ss (D<5 ..0» for each memory board i, compared with the memory bus
address (A<27 .. 22» during each bus memory cycle. (Additional inrormation, nol ident.iCied
in the archit.ecture, is required to identiCy a bus cycle as a memory cycle.) If the Board Enable
bit (0<6» is active, then a memory bus cycle is addressed to this memory board if
A<27 .. 22> is greater t.han or equal to the Base Address and less than the Base plus the board
size (of MB to 32 ~m, encoded in 0<10 ..9».
• The Board Enable bit is initialized to zero when reset, as indicated in t.he chapter on CPU
Reset; it must be active to read or write the memory board.
• The Bus ECC Enable bit enables check bit generation and error reporting for all bus memory
cycles. All single bit and uncorrectable errors from bus memory cycles are reported to the
Memory Error Control register.
• The Scrub Enable bit enables a background data scrub during refresh cycles. It also enables
reporting Correctable errors detected d~ring the refresh scru~.
• The Board Size field is a Read Only field encoding the board size, 4 MB to 32 ~m.
• Enable OMO and Enable OMl are used to control the mode of operation for the 2960 ECC
chip by driving 2960 pins DMO and D~i1.
• The Board Type field can be used to identify particular versions or the Memory board. This
field will be coded as D's Cor the initial version of ECC memory.

10.4.2. The ECC Memory En l.ble Register: Initialization
The ECC memory architecture requires t ·at memory Base Address registers be initialized with board
address boundaries which are multiples of t1 ~ board size. As examples, an 8 MB board must be initialized
with bit D<O> = 0; a 16 l\ffi board with .< 1..0> = 00; and a 32 MB board with D<2 .. 0> = 000.
Memory logic comparing A<27 .. 22> with he Base Address field (D<:5 ..0» may assume that lower
order Base Address bits meet this restriction

10.4.3. The Correctable

Erro~

Register

The 32.bjt. Correctable Error Register c:1.ptures the syndrome and physical address of the first single bit
error on a memory board. It is reset on a write to the high order byte or the CE register.
CORRECT ABl.£ EJUtOR REG I STDl

-----------------------------------------

BIT

){£All INC

0(0)

EP_~R

D<23 .. 1>

Cf. ADDRESS

S!Arus

r.~d-on17

rud- on1 1

=

Act1?1 ,t~tu.
CE .rror
R.~l Addr ••• bit.
~<:5 .. 3) for !lr.t CE
Sru dro •• for f!r,t CE

------------------------------------------------------.
The register contents are used

3.5

follows:

• The Error St~tus bit is 6et active wben the first corrcct~ble error is detected and reset by a
\Vrite to the (re~d only) CE register. The address :lnd syndrome :lre hozen white the bit is set.
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• Tbe CE Addresl rield ho1d& physical ..ddreu bits A<25 .. 3> of the fir~t CEo Re31 addr~,. bit.
A<27 .. 26> may be read rrom tbe BASE ADDRESS field (bits D<5 .... » in the ECe Memory
Enable regi5ler ror the board .
• The Syndrome field holds the syndrome of the first CEo

10.4.4. The ECC Chip Diagnostic Register
Any implementatioD or the Sun-3 Ece memory must. include control reg~ters to initialize and test. the
ECe generation and check logic. For the first implemeDtatioD or ECe memory. the AMD 29GOA ECC
cbips are selected Cor this logic. It is not intended that all implemeDtat.ions of Sun-3 ECe memory be
restricted to use these AMD chips.
The first. ECC memory utilite5 Cour AMD 2960A ECe chips per memory board. A 16 bit re&ister
intern:u to each or these chips controls its initialitation and testiDg. This regi5ter may be written but Dot
read.
The ECC Chip Diagnostic Register is a logical 64 bit register consisting of the four 16 bit registers inside
the 2960A chip. This register must be written as 16 bit. words (or 32 bit longwords) on word (lon&word)
boundaries.
.
See the AlvtD Data Boole for a complete description.
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